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editing by the newspaper for 
style and length. Letters may 
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paper’s website, www.freeabq.
com. Writers should include 
their full name and a day-
time phone number that the 
newspaper’s editors can use 
to contact them. Submissions 
should be sent to  
editor@freeabq.com
To the Editor:
   I work as a teacher at Highland 
High School, which just received a 
D on the state’s report card. I have a 
tremendous team of administrators, 
incredibly caring and dedicated col-
leagues, and we have an exception-
ally intelligent and talented student 
body. It is truly disheartening to see 
my colleagues and students degraded 
again this year by the school report 
card given out by the New Mexico 
Public Education Department.
   Every school has a unique popula-
tion with their own sets of strengths 
and weaknesses, and I believe that 
the measures used to assign grades to 
schools favor certain demographics 
and strengths over others.
   Last school year at Highland High 
School, 100 percent of our students 
received free or reduced lunch, and 
90 percent were considered racial 
minorities. Thirty-three percent of our 
student body qualified for English as 
a Second Language services; 57 per-
cent spoke a language other than Eng-
lish at home; and 25 percent qualified 
for special education services.
   Although the PED claims that the 
special education students and the 
English language learners are con-
structed into the VAM equation in a 
way that equitably accounts for them, 
I am skeptical because the scores are 
not configured in a way that can be 
explained. The PED’s school report 
card system is invalid, unreliable, and 
lacks transparency into how exactly 
the scores are derived.
   Highland received an F for the aca-
demic growth of the lowest perform-
ing students – the bottom 25 percent. 
However, equally weighted was the 
B that we received for the academic 
growth of our highest performing 
students. If 75 percent of our students 
are making yearly academic gains, I 
don’t see how it is fair that our school 
is labeled as a “D school.”
   Additionally, our student popula-
tion is nothing like that of the “A 
schools” that the state’s grading 
system favors – a majority of students 
who enjoy high social-economic sta-
tus and are English-speaking and in 
the regular-education demographic. 
Nor is it like Desert View Elementary 
that the PED is boasting about for 
raising from an F to an A this year. 
Desert View, like Highland, has a 
high percentage of English language 
learners. However, unlike Highland, 
the vast majority of the students in 
the school speak Spanish as a first 
language. There are likely plenty of 
teachers and community members 
who can provide support to the 
families in Spanish. Additionally, 
the PARCC test is available and 
can be administered in Spanish!
   By contrast, Highland enrolls 
the largest number of political 
refugees in the State of New 
Mexico, and our ESL students 
speak more than 25 different lan-
guages, including Kinyarwanda, 
Swahili, Urdu, Dari, Pashto, and 
Wolof.
   APS does not even have 
interpreters on staff that speak 
many of the languages we 
have on campus! Yet last year, 
our senior class earned around 
$900,000 in college scholar-
ships from schools including 
Duke, Oregon State, and George 
Washington University. Numer-
ous prestigious institutions of 
higher education are obviously 
confident that our students are 
college and career ready, despite 
our D grade.
   At schools like Highland, stu-
dents get exposure to diversity, 
a cultural competence, and an 
extra preparedness for life in the 
real world that is not possible 
at many of the “A schools” in 
New Mexico. I’m not suggest-
ing that the “A schools” are not 
great, but I am confident that the 
PED’s school grading system 
does not account for many of the 
exceptional things happening at 
the schools that received lower 
grades.
   If you haven’t seen Highland’s 
own Zavier “ZMan” Thomp-
son’s rap video circulating 
online, I suggest watching it! It 
was played over 90,000 times 
within the first 24 hours of being 
shared on Facebook. This young 
man is going places! He is just 
one example of the wonderful 
talent that Highland is capable 
of nurturing and developing.
 – Rachel White
Start and end your day with us!
Award winning news,
public affairs & talk radio
Eclectic music 
 
KSFR fm 
streaming live
@  ksfr.org
  Listener supported public radio
101.1santa fe public radio
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BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI
COMPILED BY ABQ FREE PRESS STAFF
ABQ Free Press Pulp News
There Goes the Neighborhood
Rage against the jam
Fed up with paper jams? The latest trend in U.S. 
workplaces is bosses who give the thumbs down to 
an old printer and let workers take it out back and 
smash the crap out of it. Now, some savvy business-
es are piggybacking on the trend by offering 45-min-
ute baseball-bat printer-smashing sessions for $45. 
Some go beyond printers and offer “rage rooms” 
where customers pay for the right to destroy every-
thing in the room, including dishes and furniture.
Slavery
Do you know where your ahi tuna came from? The 
Associated Press’ nationwide investigation into 
human trafficking found a pier on Oahu where 
U.S.-flagged commercial fishing vessels dock, but 
more than 700 foreigners working on the 140 boats 
moored there cannot set foot on land because they’re 
undocumented. The fishermen work as virtual 
prisoners, sometimes for years at a time, thanks to 
a loophole in U.S. labor law carved out by Hawaii’s 
late U.S. Sen. Daniel Inouye, The AP reported. Some 
of the men, many from Southeast Asia, are paid as 
little as 70 cents an hour, The AP found.
One outcome
“The day after the election of Donald Trump the 
market will go down massively as people jump 
out of stock and bonds and buy gold,” said Robert 
Shrum, a longtime Democratic political consultant 
now on the faculty of the University of Southern 
California. “Saving on your taxes on your profits 
doesn’t do you any good if you don’t have any 
profits,” he told ProPublica in an article about 
whether hedge-fund financiers will lose their 
“carried interest” income tax deduction if Trump 
is elected. Both Trump and Hillary Clinton have 
vowed to close the loophole.
Read long and prosper
Books are healthy for you. Yale University research-
ers who studied 3,635 people older than 50 found 
that people who read for 3.5 hours a week  were 23 
percent less likely to die in the course of the next 
12 years. The Christian Science Monitor reported 
that researchers believe the mental engagement that 
books offer have a cognitive benefit that translates 
into physical well-being as well.
Smash hit
Brandon Thomas, a player for the Gateway Grizzlies 
professional baseball team, hit a grand slam homer 
against the Joliet, Ill., Slammers but later found 
the towering drive smashed the windshield of his 
pickup truck. “I had to drive home with my head 
hanging out of the window, but it was definitely 
worth it,” Thomas said.
Peace at last
Announcement of a peace treaty between the Revo-
lutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC, and 
the Colombian government in late August marked 
the first time in more than half a century that there 
are no wars being fought in the Western Hemi-
sphere, The New York Times reported.
Achoo
Although Albuquerque businesses and business 
groups, notably the New Mexico Restaurant Associ-
ation, oppose the proposed city sick-leave ordinance, 
companies in cities elsewhere that adopted manda-
tory paid sick leave saw flu cases drop by about 5 
percent. For a city of 100,000 people, that works out 
to about 100 fewer flu infections per week during flu 
season, Bloomberg.com reported.
No more sunshine
Is the death of orange juice in sight? Not only is 
the greening disease virus killing the Florida citrus 
crop, but falling demand for orange juice is leading 
Florida farmers to walk away from hundreds and 
even thousands of acres of orange groves. Ameri-
cans drank less orange juice in 2015 than in any year 
since 2002 as energy drinks, smoothies and other 
beverages replaced O.J. at the breakfast table, The 
Wall Street Journal reported.
Internet privacy
A music copyright damage award has internet 
providers wondering if they’ll be next to shell out 
because of copyright infringement by their custom-
ers. Cox Communication was hit with a $25 million 
judgment in a Virginia case involving music piracy 
pressed by BMG, a music rights company. Analysts 
worry that if the ruling stands and sets a precedent, 
internet providers will further erode their custom-
ers’ privacy in pursuit of music and movie copyright 
pirates. Cox plans to appeal.
Laren Kahn (l) and Isabelle Kessler gather petition signatures outside the Flying Star Café on 
Rio Grande Boulevard NW in an effort to topple the current management and board of New 
Mexico’s La Montañita Co-op. Their organization, Take Back The Co-op, seeks to stop what it 
claims is the corporatization of La Montañita. If 10 percent of the 16,000 members of the co-
op sign the petition, a special membership meeting will be called to discuss their grievances.
Co-op Conflict
Nature abhors a vacuum, and that apparently applies to neighbor-
hood associations in Albuquerque.
   In what one city councilor calls 
a “crazy” case, the historic Barelas 
neighborhood south of Downtown 
recently saw its boundaries usurped 
by an upstart association to the north.
   The old Barelas Neighborhood Asso-
ciation let its designation lapse as an 
officially recognized association under 
the city’s Neighborhood Recognition 
Ordinance. And when Barelas had no 
officially recognized neighborhood as-
sociation, the Silver-Platinum Down-
town Neighborhood Association, 
which was formed in 2015, moved to 
fill the void. It absorbed the Barelas 
neighborhood.
   So, technically, Barelas residents 
now live in the Silver-Platinum 
Neighborhood. Understandably, 
Barelas residents are upset. They 
have called the annexation a hostile 
takeover, and they’re vowing to take 
back their neighborhood.
   City Councilor Isaac Benton, whose 
district includes Barelas, said the 
absorption of Barelas into the SPDNA 
was “crazy” and that he wants the city 
to reverse the decision. City officials 
say the annexation was legal.
   The man who heads the Silver-
Platinum association, Ron Casias, 
said the takeover is a good thing for 
Barelas because its residents and 
businesses weren’t being effectively 
represented by the old BNA. His 
association will breathe life into the 
neighborhood, he said.
   “The Barelas association had been 
defunct, and the community really 
hadn’t had repre-
sentation for years,” 
Casias said. “Busi-
ness and residents 
contacted us and 
said they wanted 
representation. We 
crossed our Ts and 
dotted our Is. We 
want to do this, not 
to have power but 
to change people’s 
lives.”
   Robert Vigil, 
vice president of 
a newly formed 
and reconstituted — but not officially 
recognized — Barelas Neighborhood 
Association, sees it differently.
   “I would call it an attempted take-
over. It is totally wrong, totally im-
moral, and totally not acceptable,” 
Vigil said. “This is a little trick that is 
going on. I think Mr. Casias should be 
ashamed of himself. I would say we are 
probably the second oldest neighbor-
hood in the city. This is kind of like a 
hostile takeover. He does not represent 
us, and he will not represent us.”
   But while Barelas residents might 
not recognize the takeover, the city’s 
Office of Neighborhood Coordination 
does. That office officially decertified 
the old BNA in September 2015, and 
this past May it approved the expan-
sion of the SPDNA to include the 
entire Barelas neighborhood.
   And while Vigil decries the takeover 
as immoral, he concedes that it was 
partially the fault of Barelas leaders.
   In order to keep its official designa-
tion with the city, a neighborhood 
association must file a page-and-a-half 
report every year listing its officers, 
number of dues-paying members, its 
bylaws and other details of its orga-
nization. But the old BNA didn’t file 
that report, at least not in 2015, and so 
the city yanked its official designation.
   “There was a lapse, maybe we fell 
asleep as a neighborhood and didn’t 
realize there was someone waiting to 
take advantage,” Vigil said. “Regard-
less, it’s still not right.”
Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor at 
ABQ Free Press. Reach him at  
dennis@freeabq.com
About 100 former Albuquerque ITT Tech students learned their 
legal options in the wake of the 
closure of the local campus of the for-
profit school.
   The grim reality, they learned, is that 
there’s little likelihood of getting their 
money back from the company, which 
filed for bankruptcy after closing 
its doors here and in 37 other states 
in early September. Instead, Assis-
tant New Mexico Attorney General 
Abby Sullivan Engen explained how 
students who took out loans might 
be able to get their loans forgiven 
and repair any damage to their credit 
ratings.
   “Hearing all of this frustration, I 
wish there was something we could 
say other than ‘We hear your frustra-
tions,’” Engen said at a Sept. 19 meet-
ing organized by Attorney General 
Hector Balderas at the New Mexico 
Bar Center in Journal Center, just a 
few blocks from the shuttered school.
   The crowd of students, many of 
them visibly frustrated, posed ques-
tions of Engen, who said she couldn’t 
offer legal advice but only lay out 
their rights and options. She urged 
students to consult private attorneys.
   Rachel Graham, an ITT Tech nursing 
student, was scheduled to graduate in 
December. “None of us students knew 
anything,” Graham said. She was on 
break when she woke up to an email 
saying she was no longer enrolled and 
the school had shut down.
   She’s likely to enroll in the nurs-
ing program at Santa Fe Community 
College and hopes to graduate in May. 
“I will never be able to put this behind 
me,” she said. “I wasted all this time. 
I will still come out with a degree but 
what a let down.”
   New Mexico was one of four states 
that sued ITT Tech in 2014 over claims 
the school engaged in predatory 
lending practices. The school closed 
its doors when the U.S. Department 
of Education banned it from enrolling 
new students receiving federal loans.
   ITT Tech had about 402 students at 
its Albuquerque campus in Journal 
Center in 2014, down from more 
than 700 in 2009. A year’s tuition cost 
almost $20,000.
Matthew Reisen is an editorial intern at 
ABQ Free Press.
BY MATTHEW REISEN
In the Aftermath of ITT Tech’s Closure
Staff photo
The Standing Rock Sioux Reserva-tion in North Dakota has become 
the site of what many are calling 
the largest multi-tribal gathering of 
American Indians in recent his-
tory. But as members of the Native 
community rallied, a long history of 
American Indian oppression came 
starkly into view for some New 
Mexicans at the protest. 
   Especially for Demetrius John-
son, an Albuquerque resident and 
Native-American who finally came 
face to face with that history during 
his four-day visit to Standing Rock.
   “That’s really the first time I felt 
targeted just for being a Native, in 
my life,” Johnson said. “Obviously 
we have our experiences here, but 
up north, it’s a whole different 
animal. Being harassed by federal 
agents, by the state police, it’s just 
life out there.”
   Thousands of people from across 
the U.S. have gone to North Dakota 
to protest the 1,200-mile-long Da-
kota Access Pipeline, part of which 
would run through Sioux territory, 
allegedly desecrating Indian burial 
grounds. The proposed pipeline 
would cross the Missouri River, and 
potentially jeopardize the water 
supply of the Standing Rock res-
ervation and others in the region, 
protesters say.
   Some members of Albuquerque’s 
Native community joined the pro-
test. The Red Nation, a local coali-
tion of activists, educators, students 
and organizers for Indigenous 
liberation, held an eyewitness forum 
on Sept. 16 that featured several 
of its members who made the trip 
and spent fours days at the “spirit 
camp.”
   Red Nation members are planning 
a return to Standing Rock in coming 
days with a caravan of volunteers 
transporting donated food, water, 
and supplies.
   Johnson, president of the UNM 
Kiva Club, which promotes discus-
sion of Native-American issues, 
said, “Although it is beautiful … 
You feel the power from your own 
people, but if you look outside of 
that, you know all these different 
people are watching you, they’re 
not good people, they want this 
camp to not exist.”
   At Standing Rock, the sights and 
sounds of Native solidarity were 
nearly drowned out by constant sur-
veillance by helicopters, drones, and 
planes, Johnson said. There were 
roadblocks permitting only non-na-
tives to pass. Protesters believe state 
or federal agents were attempting to 
infiltrate their camp. 
   Leoyla Cowboy, member of the 
Red Nation, said at one point, 
she was prepared to be arrested 
for crossing a roadblock during 
a “cop-watching” exercise. There 
were several instances of protesters 
attempting to communicate with 
authorities to learn their side of the 
story, she said.
   “They are there to intimidate us,” 
Cowboy said. “That’s what they are 
there to do. They’re paid by cor-
porations, they have no idea about 
these other relationships, they’re 
there to do one job, to feed their 
families.”
   “They’re just people. They have 
guns, yes, but if we arm ourselves 
with education, (know our rights).” 
Cowboy said. “I just want to do 
this the right way, and I’m doing it 
for all of you, not for myself. We’re 
vehicles now.” 
Johnny Vizcaino is an editorial intern at 
ABQ Free Press.
BY JOHNNY VIZCAINO
New Mexicans Report from Standing Rock Pipeline Protest
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Healthy Cooking, Partnerships Build Community Health in South Valley
On the last Saturday of every month, the 
kitchen area at the First 
Choice Clinic in the South 
Valley buzzes with activity. 
   Mothers of all ages, many 
with children in tow, eat up 
the free samples, the reci-
pes, the shopping tips and 
the fresh vegetables offered 
by a coalition of South 
Valley groups dedicated 
to improving the area’s 
lagging heath statistics and 
bolstering local agriculture. 
   Dominga Hernandez has 
walked here from Isleta 
Boulevard. She’s been com-
ing to the classes for three 
years, learning how to 
substitute healthy ingre-
dients to serve her fam-
ily traditional dishes that 
nourish the soul as well as 
the body. 
   Now, she signals to her 
toddler, Arely, that it’s OK 
to eat the chocolate avocado 
pudding that has just been 
handed to them by one of the many 
partners at this month’s Cooking for 
Health Class. The sugar level is low 
enough even for a diabetic. 
   Around the room, other mothers are 
scribbling notes and listening to Dr. 
Will Kaufman, a primary care doctor 
at the clinic, explain the role of sugar 
in diabetes – in Spanish and English. 
Many are drawing the little boxes 
Kaufman uses to illustrate the role of 
insulin in the chronic disease. 
   Kaufman said patients from the 
South Valley experience a dispropor-
tionately high diabetes rate, which 
he attributes to a lack of access to 
healthy foods, safe spaces to exercise 
and chronic stress about finances or 
interpersonal violence. To address 
the diabetes problem, guest chefs at 
this month’s class focus on low-sugar 
deserts.
   The cooking class is a collabora-
tion between Kaufman’s First Choice 
Clinic, the Agri-Cultura network/
La Cosecha community supported 
agriculture group, the South Valley 
Early Childhood Alliance and Korimi 
Cooperative of daycare workers. 
Presbyterian Healthcare Services and 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield are also 
partners. 
   It came together when Kaufman 
and Anzia Bennett, of La Cosecha, a 
group that works with local farmers to 
package and market local food, joined 
forces to provide nutrition education 
with a local, organic twist. 
   Other partners – notably a group of 
home daycare providers from the area 
– joined in, encouraging members to 
attend, since childcare was provided 
and the classes are in Spanish as well 
as English. Between 30-60 people now 
attend the classes each month, taking 
home a free grocery bag of local food 
courtesy of the Agri-Cultura Network 
and Presbyterian Healthcare.
   “It’s working on health in a very 
different kind of way,” Kaufman said. 
“Here people are learning from each 
other, sharing tips. It’s going to make 
a difference.”
   The focus on the social aspects of 
health, not just the treatments and 
medications, is a major shift that 
First Choice Community Healthcare 
is pioneering.  Kaufman credits the 
visionary leadership of Bob De Felice, 
the CEO of First Choice, who wants to 
create the conditions for good health 
by building a “wellness ecosystem” 
that emphasizes life skills, early 
childhood development, nutrition, 
high school graduation and active 
living. 
   The First Choice “Health Commons” 
already incorporates dental care and in 
the future will include community gar-
dens, a health academy, a gym, an early 
childhood center and a restaurant. 
   “We’re working to create a culture 
of health by connecting the dots, 
empowering people to make better 
choices, and change their behavior,” 
said Leigh Caswell, Director of Com-
munity Health at Presbyterian Health 
Services. 
   Presbyterian is a financial sponsor of 
the cooking classes at the clinic as well 
as classes in schools, through another 
organization, “Kids Cook.” 
   “People don’t just change their 
behavior by themselves. You have to 
create the proper environment, con-
nect them to the resources they need 
and support them,” Caswell said. 
   In partnership with Agri-Cultura 
Network, Presbyterian is providing 
another resource – a mobile farmers 
market, which sets up every Tuesday 
outside the clinic’s main entrance. 
   Local farmers sell their produce at 
a reduced price to SNAP recipients 
and families enrolled in the Women, 
Infants, and Children program. At the 
same time, the Street Food Institute, 
a training ground for budding food 
service entrepreneurs, pulls up a food 
truck, which dispenses tasty samples of 
healthy tacos, stews and other dishes. 
   Recipes are always included. The 
Street Food Institute sometimes 
supplies guest chefs for the cooking 
classes as well. 
   Kaufman said it’s all about col-
laboration and the use of existing 
resources, like an unused kitchen in a 
primary health care clinic.  
   “When you dream about who you 
can partner with, you can work in a 
more holistic way to improve a com-
munity’s health,” he said.
Dede Feldman is a former state senator and 
author of “Inside the New Mexico Senate: 
Boots, Suits, and Citizens.” 
BY DEDE FELDMAN
Black beans? Who would have 
thunk it? The added fiber from 
the beans makes this brownie 
healthy. Of course, you can cut 
down on the chocolate or get 
low-cal chips too. 
Black Bean Brownies
Ingredients:
1 ½ cups black beans (15 oz can,   
 drained and rinsed very well)
2 tablespoons cocoa or cacao   
 powder
½ cup quick oats
¼ teaspoon salt
½ cup agave or honey or pure   
  maple syrup
¼ cup coconut or vegetable oil
2 teaspoons pure vanilla extract
½ teaspoon baking powder
½ cup chocolate chips
Directions:
Preheat oven to 350 degrees Fahr-
enheit. Combine all ingredients 
(except chocolate chips) in a good 
food processor or blender, and 
blend until completely smooth.  
Stir in the chocolate chips (saving a 
few to sprinkle over the top), then 
pour into a greased 8”x8” pan.
Cook the black bean brownies 
15-18 minutes, then let cool at 
least 10 minutes before trying to 
cut.  If they still look a bit under-
cooked, you can place them in 
the fridge overnight and they will 
magically firm up! 
Nutrition Information:
Calories: 115
Fat: 5.5 g
Carbs: 15 g
Fiber: 3 g
Protein: 2.5 g
Weight Watchers Points: 3
Makes 12 brownies
During cooking class, Arely Hernandez shares a sprig of mint with her mom, Dominga.
Johnny Vizcaino
Cooking for Health classes
Last Saturday of each month 
10 a.m. to noon
First Choice Community Healthcare
2001 N. El Centro Familiar Blvd. SW
Albuquerque, NM 87106
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Size: 1/4 page vertical only 4.75” x 5.4375”
Run Date: September 21, 2016
Placed by Deborah Kastman
UNM Continuing Education
505-277-6216 dkastman@unm.edu
505-277-0077 | ce.unm.edu/Creative
For more information
505-277-6037  
digitalarts.unm.edu
505-277-0077 
ce.unm.edu/Train
 Become a Personal Trainer ce
NASM Certified Personal Trainer  
and Exam Preparation 
The NASM Certified Personal Trainer and Exam Preparation 
program is a unique online training program that helps prepare 
for the NASM exam, to earn one of the most respected and 
in-demand certifications in the health and fitness industry. This 
program includes exam preparation, all study materials, as 
well as the certification exam fee.
Ed2Go: GES146  Online  Register anytime
(Voucher Included) 80 hours  $1295.00
Accelerated Fitness Trainer Clinic
The 4-day clinic will take theory into practice. Compliment 
your CPT certification, any fitness trainer course or 
concurrent with this online course.
November 4-7 9am-4pm 24 hours  $725.00
New construction  in Old Town/Museum 
District Area two bedroom 
2 bath 1071/SF home, 
spacious sunny living, open oor plan, 
country kitchen with 
stainless appliance package, 
raised ceilings
arched doorways, washer, dryer, 
huge master suite, 
landscaped and walled rear yard,
 NO Pets ! No Smoking Please! 1-year lease.
 www.MaddoxMgmt.com for more info.
      1444 Lumberton Dr. NW
   Albuquerque 87104
Featured Property
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Local Train Wins National Honor ART’s Early Public Outreach Minimal, Records Show
CHAMA – Our little train has gone big time. Of course, aficionados 
of the Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Rail-
road have considered it to be such for 
decades. But now it’s official.
   USA Today, in a nationwide poll of 
readers, named the Cumbres & Toltec 
as the best train ride in the United 
States. The Durango & Silverton line, 
long our regional competition, came 
in second.
   This was no Southwest-only poll, 
no excursion line-only poll. C&TSRR 
won out over well-known excursion 
trains in California, Alaska and in the 
eastern states, as well as the best-
known Amtrak long-haul passenger 
lines through the national parks.
   This writer and a group of friends 
rode the 64 miles from Antonito, 
Colo., to Chama on a recent Saturday, 
a day after significant precipitation. 
Everything was green and bloom-
ing — and a myriad of rivulets and 
waterfalls conveyed the last of the 
rainy spell down toward the Rio de 
los Pinos — 800 feet below in Toltec 
Gorge.
   The mountain air was moist and 
fresh — no wind, punctuated with the 
occasional smell of coal smoke from 
the chuff-chuffing steam locomotive. 
The rhythmic click-clack of the steel 
wheels crossing the track segment 
joints provided an aural monitor 
for the speed of the train and the 
plaintive wail of the steam whistle 
at road crossings all combined in an 
experience for all of the senses.
   We traveled my favorite route on 
the C&TSRR: Depart Antonito, lunch 
at Osier, into Chama midafternoon. 
The run out of Antonito is across the 
high plains, flat and fairly uniform, 
but the newness of the train experi-
ence is an effective distraction. Then, 
the line turns into the mountains, 
climbing to the dizzying spectacle 
of Toltec Gorge and winding around 
high mountain meadows into Osier.
   The track too was in superb shape, 
with the fresh ballast, the gravel un-
der the tracks and numerous stacks 
of old crossties bearing testimony to 
first-class maintenance.
   “They (the C&TSRR Commission) 
have continued what Frank (Turner, 
retired railroad executive and chair-
man of former operator C&TSRR 
Management Co. board of directors) 
started with John Matthews (track 
maintenance expert) back in 2000,” 
said Tim Tennant, executive director 
of Friends of the C&TSRR, longtime 
stalwart nonprofit support arm of the 
railroad.
   The line — owned by the states of 
New Mexico and Colorado — has 
chalked up another significant ac-
complishment in recent years: It is 
generating an operating profit.
   “Our net operating income has been 
in the positive for three years,” said 
John Bush, president and general 
manager. “Ridership so far this year 
is up about 5½ percent over last 
year.”
   The Cumbres & Toltec Scenic 
Railroad ranks as 
a must-see experi-
ence alongside the 
most significant 
historic land-
marks and natural 
wonders of New 
Mexico. It preserves 
and showcases the 
steam locomotive 
transportation 
technology that 
supplanted the 
Santa Fe Trail, 
which supplanted 
the Spanish Colo-
nial Camino Real 
de Tierra Adentro 
as New Mexico’s 
link to the outside 
world.
   Where so much of 
the experiencing of 
history nowadays 
is looking in glass 
cases or walking 
through preserved 
buildings or ruins, 
this piece of history 
is alive. The experi-
ence of riding the 
Cumbres & Toltec 
Scenic Railroad is 
much as it was for 
passengers in the 
1880s when the line 
first pushed into the San Juan Moun-
tains.
   It’s ours to treasure and enjoy, 
thanks to the work and dedication 
of innumerable advocates over 
the years, the current C&TSRR 
Commission, its staff and the genera-
tions of railroad men of the mountain 
border communities.
Bill Hume is a former editorial page editor 
of the Albuquerque Journal and later 
served as a policy adviser to former Gov. 
Bill Richardson.
BY BILL HUME
engines 463 and 487 travel down Gravity Hill near Antonito, Colo.
Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad
Mary Bachman remembers the reaction of city transit officials 
when she and others expressed op-
position to Mayor Richard Berry’s 
Albuquerque Rapid Transit Project at 
a public meeting the city had called in 
2012 purportedly to get public input 
on ART.
   “There were a lot of people voicing 
opposition, and they [transit officials] 
seemed shocked. They couldn’t un-
derstand why we weren’t on board,” 
Bachman said. “They didn’t seem to 
want to listen to the opinions, even 
back then.”
   The meeting that Bachman attended 
was held on Nov. 27, 2012. It was the 
second of six public meetings that 
transit officials held on ART that 
year. ABQ Free Press talked to eight 
people who attended that meeting. 
Most of them said the same thing: The 
city had made up its mind that ART 
would go on a dedicated lane down 
the middle of Central Avenue and that 
the meeting was held to tell people 
what was going to happen, not to get 
their input.
   Fred Patten, now 80 years old, said 
he went to the Nov. 27 meeting in an 
attempt to “get connected with the ac-
tivities that were going on and to try to 
influence the direction we were going 
in.” But Patten quickly became disillu-
sioned with ART and with city officials 
that day. After that meeting, he never 
attended another ART function.
   “I discovered that much of that stuff 
is decided behind closed doors and 
that public meetings are just a show of 
tolerance by the people who have al-
ready made the decisions on what they 
are going to do,” Patten said. “And the 
transit thing is a perfect example.”
ART’s purpose
   Eileen Jensen, now 51, attended the 
meeting and remembered that city 
officials pitched ART, not necessarily 
as a project that would improve the 
bus system throughout the city but 
as something that would rejuvenate 
Central along its nine-mile route.
   “They mostly showed what it [bus 
rapid transit] was like in other cities 
and how it had rejuvenated those 
areas,” Jensen said. She said the city’s 
drawings showed ART buses running 
down the middle of Central on dedi-
cated lanes. “But I remember thinking 
to myself, ‘Why isn’t this going down 
Menaul or Lomas?’”
   A 40-year-old woman who lives and 
works in the UNM area, and who 
asked not to be identified, attended 
the meeting and said she got no real 
answers when she asked city of-
ficials why they didn’t go along with 
a plan previously proposed by the 
Mid-Region Council of Governments. 
That plan would have run ART along 
University Boulevard between Menaul 
and the airport. She said the city 
presented ART as running down the 
middle of Central on dedicated lanes.
   “People pointed out that University 
was better, but it seemed they were 
not going to change their plans,” the 
woman said. “It was said over and 
over that Central was not the best 
route, and they refused to listen.”
   Donna Stepanovic, who is legally 
blind, attended the November 2012 
meeting and said she was concerned 
when she learned that ART buses 
would run down the middle of Cen-
tral. “When I found out they were 
going to run it down the middle of the 
street, I thought that we are always 
going to have to cross the street to get 
a bus.”
   The recollections of those who 
attended the early meetings is con-
firmed by the contents of an email 
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI
The $119 million Albuquerque Rapid Transit 
project will create dedicated bus lanes and 
raised concrete passenger platforms along 
nine miles of Central Avenue from Tramway 
Boulevard to the West Side. Although a lawsuit 
to block ART is pending, construction began in 
early September.
‘I discovered that much 
of that stuff is decided 
behind closed doors and 
that public meetings are 
just a show of tolerance 
by the people who 
have already made the 
decisions on what they 
are going to do’ 
—Fred Patten, 2012 ART meeting attendee
‘I remember thinking to 
myself, ‘Why isn’t this 
going down Menaul or 
Lomas?’ 
—Eileen Jensen, ART meeting attendee
A spokesperson for 
Mayor Richard Berry did 
not respond to an email 
request for comment for 
this article
Rapid Ride buses like the No. 766 and this No. 777 bus along Central Avenue would be replaced by Mayor Richard Berry’s proposed $119 million  
Albuquerque Rapid Transit system.
Dan Vukelich
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10300 Menaul Blvd NE
Albuqu rque, NM 87112 505-271-8000 
www.quictrans.com
“ F I V E  S T A R  S E R V I C E ! ”
Celebrating 
25 
Years of S rvice
& Aut motive Services Inc.
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trialmetrixnm.com
Albuquerque’s
Premier Facility
Mock Trials &
Focus Groups
- for -
• Trial planning and issue spotting, 
   in-house facilitators
• Mock jury services
• Witness preparation
• Simulated court and 
  deliberation venues
• Political polling
Call 505-263-8425 or email
info@trialmetrixNM.com
6608 Gulton Court NE, Alb. 87109
Serving Albuquerque Homestyle
     cooking for over 35 years
Locally owned and operated
Monday - Saturday  10:30am - 8pm Closed Sundays
Kids eat for $1.99 all day. (Includes drink)
Christy Mae's Restaurant
1400 San Pedro Dr. N.E.
Albuquerque, NM  87110
www.christymaes.com
Check In on Facebook and get a free cup of soup with your entree
The nuke that the independent monitor in the Albuquerque Police 
Department’s reform case dropped on 
APD on Sept. 16 – saying it appears 
the department has no apparent ap-
petite to reform itself – doesn’t seem 
to have moved Albuquerque’s city 
councilors.
   Monitor James Ginger’s blistering 
51-page special report on APD’s lack 
of reform progress was pretty much 
summed up in two sentences: “The 
agency has almost no appetite for cor-
recting behavior that violates existing 
policy. Therefore it is nearly impos-
sible at this point to rely on force data 
that APD reports,” Ginger’s report to 
U.S. District Judge Robert Brack said.
   Ginger also said that APD’s com-
mand staff is mired in a “culture of 
low accountability” when it comes to 
holding officers accountable for exces-
sive use-of-force incidents. The report 
blasted APD for making excuses for 
officers and for failing to properly 
investigate use-of-force incidents 
involving officers.
   ABQ Free Press called all nine city 
councilors to ask whether they had 
continued confidence in APD Chief 
Gorden Eden and his command staff. 
In its messages, the newspaper asked 
if any of the nine was ready to call for 
Eden and top commanders to resign.
   Three councilors responded. None 
was willing to call for sweeping 
changes at APD. Nor did they want 
the U.S. Department of Justice to take 
over the department.
   “I don’t think it’s right that the 
department doesn’t have an appetite 
for reform,” Councilor Patrick Davis 
said. “I don’t think they have adopted 
a model that can get us to where we 
want to go.”
Should eden go?
   However, Davis said that getting rid 
of Eden and his command staff would 
derail any good things the reform 
process has accomplished so far. Only 
15 months remain in Mayor Richard 
Berry’s term, and “no police chief in 
their right mind” would accept a job 
as head of a police department know-
ing that they might have only have 
only several months on the job, Davis 
said.
   Eden and the others have concluded 
that no matter who the next mayor 
is, they will probably be gone, Davis 
said. That means the reform process, 
no matter how slowly it’s going, 
shouldn’t be interrupted.
   “We have to set up the department 
or the next chief and a reformer to 
finish the job,” Davis said.
   Councilor Diane Gibson said she 
agreed with APD when it said the 
cases for which Ginger criticized them 
for failing to properly investigate 
occurred before new accountability 
policies were put in place.
   “The city and APD, I think, do have 
a leg to stand on when they say that 
he [Ginger] did not really define the 
periods of time that the investigations 
occurred,” Gibson said.
   Council President Dan Lewis told 
the newspaper on Sept. 19 that he was 
still reading the report and needed 
time to digest it. The newspaper 
didn’t immediately hear back from 
the six other councilors.
Consequences
   What happens if APD continues to 
drag its feet on the reform process 
and Ginger keeps blasting the depart-
ment’s intransigence in his reports?
   That’s up to Judge Brack, who 
ultimately has authority over what 
happens. If Brack decides that the 
department can’t, or is unwilling, to 
reform itself, he can order a special 
master to take it over. That’s what 
happened in a lawsuit over the state 
Human Services Department miscon-
duct in processing food stamp cases.
   But in police cases, judges are reluc-
tant to go that far because it means 
they would, in effect, have to super-
vise a police department, according to 
an expert on consent decrees.
   Ginger’s report blasted APD on 
several fronts. He basically said the 
department, at least at this point, can’t 
reform itself.
   “Events of the recent past … raise 
serious questions about the depart-
ment’s capability to transform itself 
in the remaining months of 2016,” 
the report said. “In short, to effect the 
cultural change that will be necessary 
to reach compliance with the CASA 
[Court Approved Settlement Agree-
ment], APD must institute a culture of 
accountability, and fairly and univer-
sally enforce policy provisions.
   “In the opinion of the monitoring 
team, that will only occur after the 
highest-ranking members of the orga-
nization apply a significant, persistent 
and genuine downward pressure of 
accountability, where supervisors at 
all ranks are routinely held to a high 
standard of performance.”
Lingering problems
   Ginger cited four cases at APD 
– all in 2015, months after the DOJ 
settlement was signed in late 2014 
– in which officers apparently used 
excessive force to control suspects. He 
said those cases weren’t 
properly investigated by 
APD’s command staff.
   One involved an officer 
kneeing a suspected car 
thief in the head, another 
resulted in a suspect’s 
arm being broken when 
officers tried to handcuff 
him, a third resulted in a 
suspect’s collarbone being 
broken after two officers 
tackled him to the ground, 
and the fourth was an 
incident where an officer 
Tasered a suspect multiple 
times and put him in a 
neck hold.
   APD never investigated 
that neck-hold case on its 
own.
   “It was only through 
the persistence of the 
monitoring team that this 
case was ever investigated 
by APD,” Ginger’s report 
said. “Even today, despite 
extensive effort and 
oversight by the monitor-
ing team that case lingers 
as having been only ‘adequately’ 
handled.”
excuses
   Ginger ripped APD for, in effect, 
excusing away excessive use of force 
by its officers.
   “At this point the monitoring team 
believes that even legitimately ques-
tionable use or shows of force cannot 
survive APD’s process, since each step 
appears preconditioned to rationalize 
or explain away officer conduct,” the 
report said.
   Ginger also blasted APD for saying 
that its deficiencies are old news or 
the result of growing pains that are 
the result of its settlement agreement 
with the U.S. Department of Justice.
   “We beg to differ, as most of the 
deficiencies have little to do with the 
CASA and, instead, represent serious 
shortfalls in terms of basic, well-
established oversight and accountabil-
ity principles,” Ginger’s report said. 
“Moreover, most investigative lapses 
are straightforward and basic. In our 
judgment, the majority of deficiencies 
are attributable to a culture of low 
accountability within APD.”
Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor at 
ABQ Free Press. Reach him at  
dennis@freeabq.com
DOJ Monitor: APD in Denial about Use-of-force Problem
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI
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A Cop’s
View
BY DAN KLEIN
Why the Oakland DOJ, Sex
Debacle is Relevant to APD
What can Albuquer-
que expect from 
the millions it is 
paying for the U.S. 
Department of 
Justice to monitor 
the Albuquerque 
Police Department?
   Let’s look toward the Oakland, Calif., 
California Police Department for answers.
   First let me ask a question.
   If a prostitute is under the age of 18, 
is she a willing sex worker? Or is she a 
child victim of sexual abuse? Of course 
she is a child who requires absolute 
protection by law enforcement. But 
what happens when the abusers are 
police officers? And it happens under 
the nose of a federal monitor.
   Oakland PD has been under DOJ 
consent decree monitoring since 2003. 
Yes, you read that correctly. For 13 years, 
DOJ insiders have been paid millions 
of taxpayer dollars from the City of 
Oakland to monitor and make sure 
the police department was obeying its 
consent decree.
   In March 2014, an Oakland police 
officer’s wife died of a gunshot wound. 
The officer called it suicide; the coroner 
called it suspicious.
   In September 2015, that same Oakland 
officer committed suicide. The suicide 
note was a bombshell. It detailed that 
the officer had been having sex with 
a teenage girl, the daughter of other 
Oakland PD employees. They met when 
she was 17. She said she was already 
a prostitute, but at 17 she was a child. 
She said, “He [the officer] saved me. … 
Instead of taking me to jail, we just kind 
of started something…”
   What that officer started was the 
ongoing rape of a child.
   The family of the dead wife begged 
the Oakland federal monitor to investi-
gate her death. Federal investigations 
are always secret and move slowly. Just 
like in Albuquerque, the federal moni-
tor answers only to the federal judge, 
so for months it was unclear what, if 
anything, was happening.
   In March of this year, the judge 
overseeing the Oakland Police Depart-
ment ordered the monitor to take 
over the death investigation from the 
Oakland PD. Immediately, officers were 
suspended and some resigned. Upwards 
of 30 Oakland-area police officers have 
been accused of having sex with this 
child, now an adult.
   In June, the OPD police chief, who had 
led the department during the federal 
monitoring, resigned amid reports that 
he and his wife knew about his officers 
having sex with this underage girl! This 
had gone on since 2014 — right under 
the nose of the highly paid federal moni-
tor who is supposed to know what is 
happening within the police department 
he is overseeing. Within 10 days, OPD 
hired and fired three more police chiefs.
   Attorneys hired by the Oakland moni-
tor [to enforce the decree] stated, “They 
[the Oakland PD] fumbled at the 1-yard 
line. They were doing so, so well.”
   This statement is lunacy! They were 
doing so well only because the high-
priced monitoring team wasn’t doing 
its job. This wasn’t a “fumble.” Again, it 
was the rape of a child. It should have 
come as no surprise that the fed-
eral monitor didn’t find himself or his 
monitoring team culpable for missing 
years of warning signs. If they aren’t 
accountable, who is?
   In July of this year, U.S. District Judge 
Robert Brack, who overseas APD monitor 
James Ginger, held a barbecue feast in 
his courtroom, celebrating what he called 
the “topping out ceremony” for APD 
having a “framework in place” regarding 
the consent decree. Call it what it was: a 
party, even though U.S. Attorney Damon 
Martinez and Ginger were both critical 
of APD in their reports to the judge. 
What was Brack celebrating?
   Last month, Brack told the City of 
Albuquerque and APD that their actions 
in the case of Ashley Browder — killed 
when APD Sgt. Adam Casaus ran a red 
light and then lied about it — were 
“tantamount to bad faith.” He sanc-
tioned the city for losing evidence and 
ordered APD to allow the plaintiffs 
unrestricted access to an evidence 
hard drive. I wonder if Brack is second-
guessing his barbecue celebration? Has 
anything at APD changed? Certainly not 
the command staff.
   Oakland’s police department and APD 
both have systemic problems that start 
at the very top. Brack needs to stop 
playing nice and recognize APD will do 
everything it can NOT to change. We are 
spending millions of dollars on imple-
menting this consent decree.
   It is the responsibility of a very small 
number of people at the heart of the 
DOJ case against APD to make sure that 
our money is well spent and that the 
constitutional violations by APD stop. At 
the center of that group is U.S. District 
Judge Robert Brack.
Dan Klein is a retired Albuquerque police 
sergeant. Reach him through Facebook. 
ART, PAGe 11 Martinez’s ‘No Tax Increase’ Pledge
May Drag N.M. Down with Her
BY JOE MONAHAN
Journal’s Bashing of Senate Dems
Obfuscates N.M.’s Crime Problems 
The Albuquerque Journal’s edito-rial [Sept.11, ‘Senate Dems should 
join battle against NM crime’] calling 
for tougher criminal penalties has 
crystallized its primary objective: 
the defeat of Democrats in the New 
Mexico Legislature. It is premised on 
an emotional, misdirected response to 
recent, horrific tragedies.
   It is also designed to deflect atten-
tion from the causes of these tragedies 
and inaccurately portray the motiva-
tion and character of Senate Demo-
crats at the polls, just one month 
before voting begins. Senate Demo-
crats have been a target of the Journal 
editorial writers before, but this time 
the Journal’s political and personal 
assassination attempt has exceeded 
the bounds of journalistic integrity 
and fair comment.
   New Mexico certainly has its 
problems with crime that call out 
for effective solutions. But had the 
Journal chosen to think through these 
problems logically and to publish a 
rational editorial on the subject, it 
would have taken data and evidence 
into account. A National Research 
Council report from 2014, for instance, 
drawing on significant research, con-
cluded that lengthy prison sentences 
are ineffective in reducing crime:
   In Virginia, an analysis of the impo-
sition of severe punishments for gun 
crimes found “the threat of enhanced 
sentences had no apparent deterrent 
effect.”
   Teens didn’t commit significantly 
fewer crimes after they turned 18, 
even though the severity of punish-
ments increased.
   A California law requiring sentences 
of 25 years for three-strike offenders 
had minimal deterrent effect – and 
certainly not enough to justify the 
increased costs of incarceration.
   The Journal claims that two recent 
horrific crimes would not have 
occurred if Senate Democrats had 
approved criminal legislation that 
the newspaper supports. This is 
an absurd assertion that is without 
merit. How would requiring Jessica 
Kelley to provide her phone and 
address to local police have deterred 
her from participating in a horrific 
crime against a 10-year-old? And the 
2016 three-strikes bill that the Journal 
supported would not have applied in 
the case of alleged cop-killer Andrew 
Romero that occurred in 2015.
   Senate Democrats are not weak on 
crime. They are concerned with the 
public’s safety. If the Journal were 
interested in being objective, it would 
have conceded that Senate Democrats 
have in fact supported and passed 
numerous pieces of legislation to 
crack down on criminals. During the 
2016 meeting of the Legislature alone, 
Senate Democrats led by Belen Sen. 
Michael Sanchez voted to increase 
penalties for the possession, distribu-
tion and manufacture of child pornog-
raphy.
   They toughened penalties for sexual 
exploitation of children by prostitu-
tion by removing the present statute’s 
age restrictions. And they passed 
legislation that allows the records of 
youthful offenders to be used when 
judges consider bail for adults. But 
sadly, these facts don’t fit the Journal’s 
narrative.
   Were the editorial writers seri-
ous about deterring crime, rather 
than politicizing the issue, perhaps 
they would have opined strongly in 
favor of policies to reduce criminal 
behavior, like bold early-education 
investments in children. Perhaps they 
might have opined about the need for 
greater efforts to get kids going in the 
right direction when they are young, 
before they turn to a life of crime. Or 
maybe the Journal would support 
providing more well-trained cops 
on the street to stop crime. Or make 
substantially increased investments 
in substance-abuse treatment and 
behavioral health.
   The Journal writers could have 
come out for better funding for the 
whole range of criminal justice system 
inputs – the courts, prosecutors, pub-
lic defenders, probation officers, social 
workers, and post-release programs.
   Instead, for the Journal, deterring 
crime, simplistically, comes down to 
two flawed bills that would not have 
deterred the tragedies the edito-
rial writers blamed on Democratic 
legislators.
   The truth is, our state already has 
ample laws to lock up bad guys and 
keep them locked up. It’s a matter of 
all parts of the criminal justice system 
functioning in unison. 
Rory Rank is a former defense attorney in 
Las Cruces with years of experience in the 
New Mexico Public Defender’s Office who 
has taught at New Mexico State Univer-
sity.
BY RORY RANK
There are so many economic 
body blows land-
ing we feel like a 
ringside announcer 
trying to keep up 
with a hyper-fast 
boxing match. Well, 
let’s just dive in and 
make the call.
   The University of New Mexico has 
slapped on a hiring freeze and is 
preparing a spending cut of at least 5 
percent as the state budget crisis eats 
away at the school’s foundation like 
termites at a wood festival.
   Moody’s Analytics is threatening to 
downgrade the state’s bond rating 
because of its precarious financial posi-
tion and the administration’s refusal 
so far to consider increased revenues 
to solve the dilemma. A downgrade 
would mean increased borrowing costs 
for taxpayers for years.
   The conservative newspaper has 
thrown in the towel on Gov. Susana 
Martinez’s refusal to entertain tax hikes 
and calls for a number of increases to 
start replenishing the state’s meager 
coffers. That could provide cover for Rs 
down the road if and when they look 
to break with Martinez.
   Some spin is surfacing that slightly 
higher oil prices may alleviate the 
state’s immense shortfall, but little 
is being said about the likelihood 
that the deficit will probably worsen 
because overall production is going 
to decline, and that’s still not being 
accounted for by the Santa Fe bean 
counters.
   That’s a lot of punches thrown, and 
they are of the uppercut variety, not 
harmless jabs. Still, the state’s body 
politic seems strangely unshaken, prob-
ably in part due to the run-of-the-mill 
coverage the budget crisis mostly gets, 
similar to the reporting of aftershocks 
after a major earthquake.
   So what’s next?
   From our perch in the bleacher seats, 
we’re looking for maneuvering on 
revenue enhancement from top Senate 
Republicans and not just closing “tax 
loopholes.” That Journal editorial gives 
them a bit of cover to break with the 
governor. Previous governors (Rich-
ardson and Johnson) suffered Senate 
rebukes in their second terms when 
they became intransigent as Martinez 
has been with her “always say never” 
pledge on tax increases. It could well 
happen again — and in a bipartisan 
fashion in the Senate.
   In the face of this dire predicament, 
a multiyear deficit that could total 
near $1 billion, you look to guys like 
longtime Republican Senate Minority 
Leader Stuart Ingle of Portales to start 
moving us toward a compromise. If 
Ingle and other reasonable Rs can’t 
bring Martinez on board, they will 
have to leave her at the side of the 
road, as happened in the Senate to 
Johnson and Richardson. The state 
must and will function.
   That move may need to be delayed 
until the January legislative session 
when the election is over and it would 
be less damaging for Martinez and 
GOP legislators to revise their positions. 
A special session now to deal almost 
exclusively with the leftover deficit 
from the budget year that ended June 
30 and leave the current year’s mess to 
January seems the best way to break 
the gridlock.
   The chances of this next item passing 
against the wishes of the powerful 
liquor industry and Gov. Martinez are 
about as good as the State Fair ban-
ning corn dogs, but that doesn’t make 
it any less right:
   Peter DeBenedittis, director of the 
advocacy group Alcohol Taxes Save 
Lives and Money, is encouraging the 
state to raise alcohol taxes 25 cents a 
drink to help ease the budget crisis. He 
says it would generate $154 million a 
year.
   And don’t forget increasing the ciga-
rette tax, freezing corporate income 
tax cuts, increasing the capital gains tax 
and, possibly, a temporary gasoline tax 
increase.
   This is from Democratic Senate 
Majority Whip Michael Padilla of Albu-
querque, but it applies to any governor 
— Democrat or Republican:
   “Senate Democrats want a brief 
special session to address one issue: 
the urgent budget crisis that faces 
our state. It was alarming to see the 
governor floating the idea of adding 
other items, such as reinstating the 
death penalty, to a special session 
agenda. Surely, that can only be meant 
to distract attention from the economic 
crisis created under her watch. To be 
contemplating any policy items other 
than fixing the budget shortfall is 
irresponsible. … As the state’s top ex-
ecutive, it is really up to Gov. Martinez 
to propose a plan to address the state’s 
budget crisis. That’s what governors do. 
What’s your plan, Governor?”
Joe Monahan is a veteran of New Mexico 
politics. His daily blog can be found at 
joemonahan.com. 
by an ABQ Ride official. The transit 
department’s marketing director, 
Vanessa Baca, emailed her colleagues 
on Oct. 29, 2014, to report on a public 
meeting on what was then called the 
Bus Rapid Transit project the night 
before. “FYI that there are several 
comments now,” Baca’s email said. 
“The majority don’t seem to favor 
BRT.”
outreach effort
   ART opponents, especially busi-
ness owners along Central, say they 
didn’t hear about the project until 
the middle of 2015 and only after 
the city had sent its proposal for $69 
million in federal grant money for 
ART to the Federal Transit Adminis-
tration. They’ve claimed the city did 
a poor job of informing the public 
early on in the planning process and 
that the city did only the minimal 
amount of outreach that was neces-
sary to secure FTA funding.
   City records show that the transit 
department held six public meet-
ings each year on ART in 2012, 2013 
and 2014. In 2013 and 2014, the 
city placed ads about each meeting 
in the Albuquerque Journal, the 
Daily Lobo, the Alibi, and the CNM 
Chronicle.
   But, for whatever reason, those 
meetings were sparsely attended. 
Using the state’s Inspection of 
Public Records Act, ABQ Free Press 
obtained the sign-in sheets for five 
of the meetings in 2012. They show 
that the total attendance for all five 
meetings was 106 people. A total of 
93 people attended six meetings in 
2013. Six meetings in 2014 drew a 
total of 112 people, for an average of 
less than 20 per meeting.
   In all, the city’s 17 meetings on 
ART drew 311 attendees over 
three years. Despite the opposition 
unequivocally voiced in those meet-
ings, the city’s FTA grant applica-
tion represented that there was no 
significant controversy generated 
by the idea of running ART down 
the middle of historic Route 66. That 
apparent discrepancy is at the heart 
of a lawsuit by ART opponents.
   In early 2016 – well after the city 
had submitted its grant application 
to the FTA and after the project’s 
design couldn’t really be altered – 
yet another series of meetings drew 
nearly 100 people each. Those meet-
ings turned into raucous spectacles 
in which ART opponents angrily 
shouted down city officials.
   A spokesperson for Mayor Richard 
Berry did not respond to an email 
request for comment for this article.
Business buy-in
   ART opponent Jean Bernstein said 
that in many ways the early ART 
meetings had no value because the 
city presented only conceptual draw-
ings to the public, not actual plans. 
It wasn’t until Nob Hill business 
owners saw ART plans that they 
became angry and started mobiliz-
ing, Bernstein said.
   “The actual plans were 15 percent 
completed around the first part of 
2015, and it wasn’t until about No-
vember of 2015 that the plans were 
75 percent complete,” Bernstein said. 
“So the public never got to see any 
of the actual plans. I don’t think the 
engagement was true engagement. 
I think it was perfunctory engage-
ment. They met the bare minimum 
requirement.”
   Doug Peterson, an ART opponent 
who owns property along Central, 
said he was never notified of the 
ART meetings in 2012, 2013 and 
2014. Now that construction has 
started, he has been getting a steady 
stream of mailings from the city. 
“They did the minimum to say they 
reached out,” Peterson said.
   Jensen said she has the sense that 
city officials are hostile to ART crit-
ics. Earlier this year, she attended an 
ART meeting and asked about ART’s 
finances because Congress has yet to 
approve any money for the project – 
which she argues creates the poten-
tial that there may be a funding gap 
well into the project’s construction.
   “I asked them, ‘Are you breaking 
ground before you have federal 
funding?’” Jensen said. “And they 
looked at me like I was the devil.”
ABQ Free Press editorial intern Johnny 
Vizcaino contributed research for this 
article.
‘When I found out they 
were going to run it down 
the middle of the street, 
I thought that we are 
always going to have to 
cross the street to get  
a bus’ 
—Donna Stepanovic, legally blind ART 
meeting attendee
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Why Did We Take This Photo?
Send it to
petphotos@freeabq.com 
Photo should be hi-res, 250 kb or bigger. Include your name, 
phone number, and your pet’s name, and we’ll try to reserve their 
spot in the pet parade. 
CALLinG ALL PetS BY SAYRAH NAMASTÉ
‘Black Lives’ at UNM and Freeing ‘Spook’ Armendariz
Joanna Garcia sent us this photo of 
her 6-month-old kitten, Giuseppe, 
aka “Kinky G,” who she says “is 
full of energy and naughtiness.” 
Kinky G. is a rescue from the Animal 
Humane Society shelter. “To him, 
everything is a toy including his 
big brother, Gemini. His nickname 
comes from his broken tail,” Joanna 
writes. “He’s in love with it.”
Shannon Wagers is now our first 
three-time winner. Here’s what she 
wrote about the “thing” in the last 
issue of ABQ Free Press.
“That’s one of the decorative cor-
bels supporting the portico roof of 
the KiMo Theatre at 5th Street and 
Central Avenue Downtown. 
“The KiMo, designed by Carl Boller, 
is an outstanding example of the 
Pueblo-Deco architectural style. It 
opened in 1927, the lifelong dream of 
Oreste Bachechi, patriarch of one of 
Albuquerque’s pioneer Italian-Amer-
ican families. The name KiMo was 
suggested by Isleta Pueblo Gov. Pablo 
Abeita, who submitted the winning 
entry in a contest to name the new 
movie palace, for which he received 
a $50 prize. In the Tewa language, 
Kimo means “mountain lion” or, 
more poetically, “King of its Kind.”
“In 1977, the theater was purchased 
by the City of Albuquerque, which 
continues to operate it as a perform-
ing arts center. The building has 
undergone extensive renovation 
to modernize it, while retaining its 
original appearance.”
Our Mystery Photo feature will take a 
break for the next issue or so.
Blacks at UNM: The Black 
Lives Matter 
movement has 
changed the 
national discourse 
about racism and 
police brutal-
ity. Much of the 
movement’s work has been in the 
streets, effectively using social media 
and showing dissent in public spaces, 
even during Monday Night Football 
games.
   Now it is changing the discourse at 
the university level. Locally, the UNM 
Division for Equity and Inclusion 
has organized “Black Lives Matter at 
UNM” from 5:30–7:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
Oct. 4, at the UNM Student Union 
Building, rooms Lobo A & B.
   The event will examine the potential 
that #BLACKLIVESMATT ER has to 
change institutions such as UNM to 
allow them to become better models 
of inclusion.
   Organizers hope to build a “broad-
based multigeneration al coalition” 
that can develop and present a strate-
gic plan to discuss, identify and work 
toward solutions to improve campus 
climate for Black students at UNM. 
For more, contact the UNM Division 
for Equity and Inclusion at (505) 277-
5435 or diverse@unm.edu.
   Free Spook: There is one Albuquer-
que man who has personified the 
experience of institutional racism, 
police brutality and the prison indus-
trial complex for many local people, 
especially in the Latino rap commu-
nity. A dedicated group of activists 
is trying to free popular local rapper 
known as “Spook” from a 43-year 
prison sentence.
   Michael “Esé Spook” Armendariz, 
a father of three, was sentenced to 
life in prison in 2002 for defending 
himself and a friend against a violent 
attack by off-duty, intoxicated police 
and corrections officers. Calling 
themselves the “Free Spook Move-
ment” the group has been organizing 
creative events, including art shows, 
poetry nights, and letter writing 
campaigns as part of the campaign to 
get him a new trial.
   Within the prison, Spook has created 
artwork, written poems and created 
raps that reflect his life behind bars.
   “After a decade of rehabilitation, 
over and over and over I finally get 
it. I guess I wasn’t before, but now 
I’m habilitated like f**k! from all the 
things I’m not allowed, the solitude 
of the box to which I was assigned,” 
Spook raps.
   His supporters have created a 
website to showcase his talents and 
tell his story in his own words: www.
freespook.com. The next Free Spook 
event is 2-6 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 8, at 
the Endorphin Power Company, 509 
Cardenas Drive SE.
   The afternoon features music, 
poetry, frito pies, tamales, and live 
art. Performers will include Asiliani, 
Running With Arrows, Government 
Cheese, Manuel Gonzalez, Robert 
Wilson, Kindra Aryana, Tom Peterson 
(The Zone), Charles Powell and Jimi B 
from Street Beat.
   A $5 donation at the door is sug-
gested. All proceeds will go to the 
Free Spook Legal Defense Fund for 
his upcoming hearing. 
Sayrah Namasté is an organizer with the 
American Friends Service Committee in 
Albuquerque. She writes about events of 
interest to Albuquerque’s activist com-
munity. 
“If we don’t do something differ-ent than we have done for the 
last several decades, the New Mexico 
economy in the year 2050 will sub-
stantially look like the New Mexico 
economy in the year 2015.”
   That’s what New Mexico State Uni-
versity economist Jim Peach recently 
told regents governing the state’s two 
largest universities. “We will have fall-
en further behind in terms of per 
capita income, employment growth,” 
he warned.
   Peach was speaking about, among 
other things, our state’s reliance on 
fluctuating oil and gas revenues to 
fund government. We cycle between 
years with surpluses and years with 
less money.
   When we have money, we spend 
like it’s Christmas. When we don’t, 
we cut back to the bone.
   At the same time, we put billions of 
dollars away for a rainy day – which 
could be good, except that we don’t 
spend it even when it’s raining.
   We also hand out $1 billion in an-
nual tax exemptions to corporations 
and people without any real mecha-
nism to determine if those exemptions 
are helping grow the state’s economy.
   These are among the most promi-
nent items on a long list of things New 
Mexico is doing wrong. They con-
tribute to us being one of the poorest 
states in the nation and consistently 
near the bottom of the most important 
lists. Too many of our children are 
hungry and dying. Others leave for 
opportunities elsewhere.
   We want to do better. We’ve tried 
spending more, growing the state 
budget from about $4 billion 15 years 
ago to more than $6 billion 
today. We’ve increased teacher 
pay and invested in public infra-
structure such as the Spaceport 
and commuter rail.
   We’ve tried attracting business 
by cutting taxes, cutting more 
taxes, and building an industrial 
hub in Southern New Mexico at 
Santa Teresa.
   We’ve allowed Indian gam-
ing, expanded Medicaid, and 
implemented voluntary pre-
kindergarten.
   The bottom line is that we’re 
stuck – and we’ve remained 
stuck through leadership from 
Democrats and leadership from 
Republicans and leadership from 
bipartisan coalitions. The roots 
of our problems are deeper than 
any ideology can solve.
   We don’t have to be stuck.
   “New Mexico’s economic prob-
lems can be overcome,” Peach 
told the university regents. “It 
will take substantial investments 
in both human and physical 
capital, some changes in the law and 
regulations.”
   I think it will take that and so much 
more. Our problems aren’t just eco-
nomic. They’re built into our flawed 
legislative structure and other areas 
of government. We need systemic 
reform that includes paying our state 
lawmakers.
   Our problems are also cultural and 
relational. This year’s celebration of 
Spanish conquistador Don Diego de 
Vargas’ reconquest of Santa Fe in 1692 
revealed deep-seated pain that still 
divides us today. Joe Mier, president 
of the nonprofit that runs the celebra-
tion, rejected the grievances of one of 
the lead protesters this year, saying, 
“Maybe she’s aggravated because she 
didn’t win as queen.”
   I grew up in Santa Fe. I’ve lived 
in New Mexico my entire life. Too 
often I’ve witnessed and experienced 
people rejecting each others’ pain in 
cold and public ways. These barriers 
prevent understanding and healing.
   We need to hear each other. And we 
need to honestly examine how our 
history impacts us to this day.
   On policy issues and other matters, 
we need deeper, more honest and 
better-inclusive conversations about 
how to improve our state.
   I agree with Peach that we can over-
come our state’s problems. But we 
must commit to doing the hard work 
the situation demands from us.
Heath Haussamen runs NMPolitics.net, 
an online news organization. Reach him at 
heath@haussamen.com, on Facebook at  
/haussamen or on twitter@haussamen
N.M. Budget Reform: If Not Now, When?
BY HEATH HAUSSAMEN
Elephant in the Room
Staring at a half-billion-dollar deficit with projections 
that oil will linger around $45 a barrel for the next 
few years, here’s what the Legislative Finance Com-
mittee – the budget-writing arm of the Legislature 
– says about New Mexico’s cash crunch:
“Almost everyone knows how we got here. Oil prices 
dropped from $104 a barrel in July 2014 to $30 a 
barrel in January 2016 and, highly dependent on 
the health of the oil and gas industry, state revenues 
followed them down the drain.
“Without federal stimulus funds to cushion the blow, 
this budget crisis arguably has been more painful than 
the Great Recession. But, while this energy bust has 
been deeper and more prolonged than most, it’s not 
the first time New Mexico has found itself holding 
its breath while it watches crude oil and natural 
gas prices fluctuate. Tax experts have been telling 
policymakers for years that the state needs to diversify 
its tax base, and we hear them during busts in the 
energy industry. Lawmakers might even make some 
changes. But then the industry recovers.” 
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Los Galliñeros, USA
   Felix Peralta assembled Los  
Galliñeros, “The Chicken Coops.” 
Their sound is characterized by 
guitarróns, fiddles, and button ac-
cordions. Peralta started playing the 
guitar at age 8, while living with his 
grandfather in the South Valley.  
Friday, 8:20 p.m., Fountain Courtyard
Maya Kamaty, Réunion Island
   Kamaty won the ‘Music of the 
Indian Ocean’ prize with her island 
blues and Réunion Island maloya 
dance forms. She found music as her 
calling after moving to France, where 
she formed her own style grounded 
in Creole maloya and French chanson.  
Friday, 9:40 p.m., Fountain Courtyard
Mokoomba, Zimbabwe
   Mokoomba is a young band from 
Victoria Falls. They combine Tonga 
and pan-African music cultures with 
rap, ska, soukous, and Afro-Cuban 
music. They won the Music Cross-
roads Inter-regional Festival Compe-
tition in 2008 and have toured more 
than 40 countries in under a decade.  
Saturday, 10:20 p.m., Plaza Mayor
Nacha Mendez, USA
From southern New Mexico, Mendez 
learned traditional Ranchera canción 
from her grandmother. At NMSU, she 
studied classical voice and electronic 
music before moving to New York 
City. There, she studied flamenco gui-
tar. She has toured Europe and Japan 
and received a plethora of awards.  
Saturday, 6:20 p.m., Fountain  
Courtyard
orkesta Mendoza, Mexico
   Mendoza was born in Mexico and 
came to Tucson in his teens. Orkesta 
Mendoza, formed in 2009, has become 
a fast-paced indie-mambo, big band. 
At times, the band is extended to 19 
pieces centered on Mendoza’s multi-
instrumental talents.  
Friday, 9 p.m., Plaza Mayor
Supaman, Apsáalooke Nation
   Supaman, from the Crow reserva-
tion of Montana, creates Native dance 
and hip hop fusion. He has dedicated 
his life to empowering youth and 
creating a message of hope using 
his understanding of culture and his 
talent for music. In 2005, he won The 
Native American Music Award and 
has since self-produced three projects. 
Saturday, 7:40 p.m., Fountain Courtyard
Vân-Ánh Võ, Vietnam
   Võ has mastered a uniquely Viet-
namese form of the zither, known as 
the dan tranh zither. It’s a 16-stringed 
instrument. She graduated with 
distinction from, and taught at, the 
Vietnam Academy of Music. She 
has toured in 14 countries and won 
several awards for soundtracks and 
performances.  
Friday, 8 p.m., Journal Theater
Yolanda Martinez, Apache/
Comanche Nations
   Born in southern New Mexico, 
Martinez is an artist, singer, composer, 
and master drum maker. She crafted 
her first drum in 1987 from a redwood 
planter. In 1975 she moved to Kodiak 
Island in Alaska and became one of 
the first female commercial fishers. 
She is a teacher and organizer in the 
spiritual way of women.
Friday, 7 p.m., Fountain Courtyard
muSic
¡Globalquerque! 
Returns to ABQ
muSic
This weekend, Sept. 23–24, Albu-querque will play host to a world of 
music.
   Seventeen musical acts from around 
the globe will take the stage at the the 
National Hispanic Cultural Center for 
the 12th annual ¡Globalquerque! world 
music festival. 
   ¡Globalquerque! Founder Tom Frouge 
said he was especially proud of this 
year’s lineup. 
   “¡Globalquerque! is a global party that 
features killer world-class acts from the 
traditional to the very not traditional; 
from some of the most accomplished 
masters to up-and-coming new discov-
eries,” said ¡Globalquerque! co-founder 
Tom Frouge. “[We have] literally from 
A–Z: Argentina to Mongolia to Zimba-
bwe and so many places in-between.”
   Though it brings many cultures to-
gether, ¡Globalquerque! is not intended 
to be an explicitly political event, said 
Neal Copperman, co-founder of ¡Glo-
balquerque! and executive director of 
AMP concerts. He remains optimistic 
that the mingling of and exposure to 
other cultures reveals the uniqueness 
and similarities of people in the global 
community. 
   “That kind of cross-cultural apprecia-
tion and understanding helps us all 
have a more open and accepting world 
view, which we hope helps counterbal-
ance some of the negative ideas floating 
around in the world!” Copperman said. 
   More information, including a sched-
ule of performances and workshops, is 
available online at globalquerque.org. 
Alora Haaf is a freelance arts and entertain-
ment reporter. Reach Alora at  
alorahaaf@gmail.com
Meet the 2016 ¡Globalquerque! Line-up
Anda Union, Mongolia 
   Anda Union brings a blend of 
tribal and musical traditions from 
a variety of Inner Mongolia’s 
nomadic cultures. Threats to the 
grasslands and homelands of their 
culture drive them to preserve old 
and forgotten songs, blending their 
traditions and creating something 
new. 
Friday, 7:40 p.m., Plaza Mayor 
Saturday, 9:20 p.m., Journal Theater
Baladino, Israel
   Baladino is a name formed of two 
words, the Arabic “Baladi,” mean-
ing land and the Spanish “ladino,” 
referring to language and culture 
of Sephardic Jews. Baladino plays 
fresh interpretations of Sephardic 
melodies using electronics and rock 
influences to enhance traditional 
styles.  
Saturday, 6:40 p.m., Journal  
Theater
Dona onete, Brazil
   Dona Onete created a new genre, 
carimbó chamegado, by combining 
carimbó and lundum styles with the 
rhythms of songs from slaves. She 
has composed over 300 songs in this 
style, but didn’t begin her musical 
career until after retiring from her 
job as a history professor.  
Saturday, 8:40 p.m., Plaza Mayor
Federspiel, Austria
   This seven-piece ensemble defies 
categorization as a “folk,” “world,” 
or “traditional” band. Their style is 
formed by each individual musi-
cian, including pop style song-
writers and traditional Mexican 
arrangements. The name Federspiel 
translates to “feather game.”  
Saturday, 6 p.m., Plaza Mayor
Fémina, Argentina 
   The Fémina trio combines Patago-
nian rap and folk fusion. They seek 
influences to create their trans-
formative, theatrical style, which 
combines rap, poetry, and reggae.  
Friday, 6:20 p.m., Plaza Mayor 
Saturday, 9 p.m., Fountain  
Courtyard
Germán López, Canary Islands
   López began studying the timple 
(a small, 5-stringed guitar) at age 
5. By the age of 15, he attained a 
master’s degree in musical studies. 
He is a music teacher at various 
schools on Gran Canaria. He blends 
the traditional music of the Canary 
Islands with 21st century soul.  
Friday, 9:20 p.m., Journal Theater
Herencia de Timbiquí,  
Columbia
   This Afro-Columbian Pacific band 
mixes elements of their homeland 
with urban contemporary music 
using the chonta marimba, an 
instrument similar to a wooden 
xylophone. Their music creates a 
dialogue between musical knowl-
edge from the Columbian Pacific 
and the sounds of the city.  
Friday, 10:30 p.m., Plaza Mayor
Jill Sobule, USA
   Sobule was born in Denver and is 
based in Los Angeles. She’s created 
ten albums since 1990. Her song 
“Supermodel” was featured on 
the movie “Clueless.” She con-
nects with her fans through house 
concerts and is actively engaged in 
social media.  
Saturday, 8 p.m., Journal Theater
Rajab Suleiman & Kithara, 
Tanzania
   Suleiman, seeking to resurrect 
the acoustic Taarab style in an 
increasingly digital world, created 
the Kithara orchestra in 2012. The 
ensemble is touring the U.S. as part 
of an exchange program produced 
by the New England Foundation for 
the Arts. 
Friday, 6:40 p.m., Journal Theater 
Saturday, 7:20 p.m., Plaza Mayor
BY ALORA HAAF
Meet the 2016 ¡Globalquerque! Line-up
Dona onete, Brazil
All photos courtesy of ¡Globalquerque! All photos courtesy of ¡Globalquerque!
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Beertown: Future Brews and Events
BY TY BANNERMAN
A Chat with K Phillips:
Indie’s Newest Star Headed to ABQ
ARtS
Ale season is upon    us, bringing 
with it a bevy of soon-
to-open breweries. 
None are quite at the 
finish line yet, but 
they’re coming into 
the final lap, so to 
speak. 
   First up, Dialogue 
Brewing Space (1501 
First Street NW) 
should open on Sept. 
24. I’m not sure what 
to expect, but it looks 
like it has a pretty 
sweet patio space at 
least.
   Drafty Kilt (4814 
Hardware Drive 
NE) has slogged its way through a 
year’s-plus worth of headaches, snags 
and bureaucratic berserkery and has 
now started up its brewing operation. 
There’s no definite date yet, but look 
for the Kilt to open sometime in the 
next few months.  
   In December, if all goes well, 
Albuquerque will be home to its first 
beer-slinging brewery and movie the-
ater, Flix Brewhouse (3200 La Orilla 
Road NW). The franchise, which has 
locations in Texas, Iowa and Indiana, 
is aiming to start up its projector in 
time for the “Rogue One: A Star Wars 
Story” December opening weekend. 
Upcoming festivals
   On Oct. 1, you’ll have a tough deci-
sion to make. The NM Brew Fest will 
be held at the fairgrounds (I mean, 
EXPO New Mexico) from 1 to 6 p.m. 
at the Villa Hispana building. Expect 
loads of music, beer, food trucks and, 
according to nmbrewfest.com, “Okto-
berfest style” as “many festival patrons 
dress in traditional German liederho-
sen and dirndls.” 
   On the same day is ABQ Corks & 
Brews, an event benefitting Paws 
and Stripes, a nonprofit that works to 
match veterans with service animals; 
and Future Fund, which awards grants 
to local nonprofits. Admission will 
help these organizations while allow-
ing you to enjoy wine, beer and the 
musical stylings of bands like Noms 
and Sol de la Noche. The event runs 
from noon to 4 p.m. at the Rail Yards 
(1100 Second Street SW). Tickets avail-
able at abqcorksandbrews.com.
Ty Bannerman is a beer drinker, co-host of 
the City on the Edge podcast and author 
of “Forgotten Albuquerque,” as well as a 
forthcoming memoir.
Green chile stout 
recipe
   I’m going to let you in on a 
secret and very New Mexican 
homebrew recipe. Green chile 
beer is a tough thing to get 
right — some of you might be 
wrinkling your nose in disgust 
at the very thought. But if 
you’re a brewer who loves the 
scent of a September chile roast, 
then give this dark ale a try. 
Roasted Green Porter
3.3 lbs of light liquid malt  
  extract
3 lbs 2-row caramel grain (60 L) 
2 lbs of crystal malt (40L)
4 oz of roasted barley
1 oz of Northern Brewer hops
1/2 oz of Fuggles hops
1 lb of whole, roasted green  
 chile with peels intact
1 pkg Nottingham Ale Yeast
   Boil your extract, grains and 
hops for 60 minutes, then drop 
in your chiles (preferably in a 
grain bag or cheesecloth) for an 
additional two minutes of boil. 
Remove the chiles, pour the 
wort into a carboy and proceed 
as normal. 
   In a couple of weeks, you’ll 
wind up with a low ABV (4.3%) 
porter with a distinctly smoky 
flavor and a subtle touch of 
green chile heat for a truly 
unique, delicious taste of an 
Albuquerque autumn. Enjoy! 
The phone crackles as K Phillips introduces 
himself. He’s driving 
through the desert some-
where between Reno and 
Phoenix, on his way to 
his 32nd show in seven 
weeks. The indie artist is 
doing something many 
musicians dream of: a 
national tour with two 
powerhouse musical acts, 
Rob Thomas and Count-
ing Crows.
ABQ Free Press: How did 
you end up on this tour?
K Phillips: Adam (Duritz), 
from the Counting Crows, 
covered one of my songs 
at a show I was at and 
from that, we became 
friends. And he’s been 
watching our band a long 
time and he thought we 
were ready.
Is this your first major 
tour?
   I’ve been touring ma-
jorly for the last 10 years, 
but we’re always play-
ing small clubs. I’ve had 
some breaks opening for people, but 
nobody as big. This is a huge summer 
tour.
How do you feel? Are you excited?
   It’s been amazing. It was so exciting 
leading up to it, and every day – I 
can’t believe we’re seven weeks in. It’s 
bittersweet because we only have less 
than 20 days left on this tour.
What happens for you after this tour?
   I have a record coming out, and 
we’re going on tour with Johnny Lang.
When does the next tour start?
   It starts three days after we get back. 
We end the tour in Nashville, where 
we live. Then we have two days off 
and we go on tour.
Isn’t all that touring hard?
   No, I love it. It’s all I want to do. I 
don’t want to go home. It’s great. I 
love it, I get to play music.
When did you realize you wanted to 
make a career out of music?
   I don’t know, I’ve just always wanted 
to. I’ve never really thought of it as a 
career. It’s just who I am.
Who would you say your influences 
are?
   Definitely Van Morrison, he’s my big-
gest hero. I love the Texas songwriters. I 
love Leonard Cohen.  Adam – he’s one 
of my favorite songwriters.
Back to that fateful meeting with 
Adam Duritz, how did he come across 
your song to cover it?
   He sponsors a blog called Ryan’s 
Smashing Life, by a guy named Ryan 
Spalding. They reviewed my record. 
The first time I met Adam, he said “I’ve 
been listening to your record all week 
on the train.” At the time they were 
making their latest record.
So right place, right time, right 
people?
   Well also, I’m really good.
No arguments here. Do you want to 
talk about your new album a little bit?
   It’s called “Dirty Wonder.” It’s the 
greatest breakup album ever written. 
Jyllian Roach is the arts and entertainment 
editor for ABQ Free Press. Reach her at 
jyllian@freeabq.com
K Phillips will open for Rob Thomas and the 
Counting Crows on Sept. 22 at the Sandia 
Casino Amphitheater. His new album, “Dirty 
Wonder” will be available in October. For more 
information, visit kphillipsmusic.com
BY JYLLIAN ROACH
Does the UNM area really need two ramen 
joints nearly next door to 
one another? 
   O Ramen and Curry 
House has had success for 
a few years. Then, about 
a year ago, the owners of 
Santa Fe’s Shohko Café 
(hands down, my favorite 
Japanese restaurant in the 
City Different) opened Na-
ruto just two doors down. 
I really enjoy discussing 
which is better and if two 
ramen places can succeed 
so close together. 
   The two restaurants have much the 
same goal: Japanese street food made 
with meticulous care. They just go at 
it quite differently.
   O Ramen has a slick ambience and 
a completely open kitchen with a bar 
where customers can watch the crew 
make their magic. Naruto, on the 
other hand, is a stripped-down space 
with less view of the kitchen. 
   Both have a beer and wine license, 
but while O Ramen has a deep 
selection of imported beers, Naruto’s 
booze list is more heavily weighted 
toward sake. 
   Comparing service is a wash as well. 
The employees at both places are at-
tentive, friendly and knowledgeable.  
   As far as the noodles go, we are 
pretty much agreed that O Ramen has 
the better noodles.    
   However, most of us prefer the 
tonkotsu broth at Naruto. Tonkotsu 
is a pork broth simmered for many 
hours, and gets its depth of flavor and 
texture from trotters and other gelatin-
rich tidbits of the blessed pig. 
   Despite being named a “curry 
house,” O Ramen’s menu is confusing 
on the matter. Apparently the single 
type of curry can be had with chicken, 
potato croquettes or tofu, or it can 
be added to any bowl of ramen. I’ve 
never taken the time to puzzle it out 
long enough to order it. 
   My favorite side dishes at each 
also show the difference. O Ramen’s 
takoyaki (Japanese for fried octopus) 
balls are fritters filled with minced 
octopus and green onion. They 
are garnished with bonito (dried, 
fermented skipjack tuna), seaweed 
and pickled ginger. The sauces are a 
umami-laden soy-based sauce and a 
touch of warmed mayonnaise. It’s a 
complex dish, filled with complemen-
tary flavors. 
   Naruto, however, serves a great 
plate of shishito peppers. These Asian 
chilies (which look for all the world 
like miniature New Mexico green 
chiles) are simply seared in a scream-
ing-hot pan until the skin crisps and 
blackens, then served with a dusting 
of salt. Simple, satisfying flavor with 
just enough heat. 
   Naruto has a nice selection of what 
they call tapas, including some slaws, 
a miso and eggplant dish (Nasu no 
Miso Ae) and sort of a tempura ver-
sion of the Italian frito misto, fried 
vegetables and seafood (kakiage). The 
dishes are more exotic than the sides 
available at O Ramen. Except for the 
takoyaki balls, they’re the usual sus-
pects: edamame, miso soup and gyoza 
(basically pot-sticker dumplings). 
   So which is better? 
   There’s no easy answer. Naruto has 
excellent food at prices a bit lower 
than O Ramen’s, but the ambience is 
lacking in comparison. Basically, O 
Ramen is more of a “date night” des-
tination, while Naruto is more “let’s 
grab a bite.” Each place has constant 
customers, and it appears that the 
market will support them both, even 
after more than a year of competition.  
   So the question remains: Do we 
need two Japanese restaurants right 
across from UNM? The answer is 
simple: Absolutely! Go visit both and 
you and your friends will have a topic 
of discussion for what I hope is years 
to come. 
Steve “Mo” Fye is an Instructional Tech in 
the Culinary Arts program at Central New 
Mexico Community College and will eat 
pretty much anything except bell peppers 
and cilantro. 
Not the Usual Bowl Game: 
O Ramen vs. Naruto
BY STEVE “MO” FYE Artist Travis     Black is a 
master of visual 
play. A native 
of Michigan, 
Black creates art 
that makes use 
of the nature of 
color, creating 
effects like those 
of stained glass. 
He has been cre-
ating art since 
his childhood, 
taking influ-
ence from video 
games into his 
early art.
   “I have always 
drawn, it’s what 
I did for enter-
tainment,” Black said. “I don’t know 
if it was that we didn’t really have the 
money to do much more, but I was al-
ways fascinated by drawing dinosaurs 
and all that kind of stuff as a kid.”
   Eventually the visual aesthetics of 
videogames and character design 
caught Black’s attention and pushed 
his ideas in a new direction, an inspi-
ration that has stayed with him into 
adulthood. 
   Black found inspiration in artists 
like Egon Schiele, Gustav Klimt, Pierre 
Bonnard, and Richard Diebenkorn. 
Black said he admired these artists 
because of their use of color and the 
geometry of some of their art.
   “I love flat color and structure,” 
Black said. “Geometrics, hard edges, 
stripes, just real visual stimulation, 
I don’t follow the work of the artist 
Richard Reilly or the Op artists, but 
that group inspired some of my little 
bit more psychedelic and visually 
stimulating paintings.”
   Black said he knew on a subcon-
scious level that if he created visually 
active paintings they would get atten-
tion. As long as Black can remember 
he has always had support and has 
been featured in 37 solo and group 
exhibitions with 17 in New Mexico 
and one in Turkmenistan.
   Outside of his art, Black retains 
a love for video games and enjoys 
cooking – citing his choice to attend 
the brewing classes offered by Central 
New Mexico Community College. 
Black is also a Zen meditator, a gar-
dener, and one who enjoys observing 
the world around him.
   “In gardening, I might just pull a 
little sprig of something, carry it with 
me for the day and just look at it,” 
Black said. “I like that up-close almost 
microscopic, like the world that we 
don’t see, that’s why my paintings are 
really small things, but magnified. I 
like that hidden world.”
   Black said his art doesn’t fit into the 
standard world of art due to its resem-
blance to video game graphics and 
composition-oriented design. He said 
his recognition has come naturally and 
he continues to do art for the sake of 
creation and to visualize the world.
   “That’s what art is for me,” Black 
said. “That idea that I can’t know 
everything and eventually that distills 
down to an emotion of wonder and 
that’s something I’m trying to convey 
in my work.”
Fin Martinez is a freelance arts and  
entertainment reporter.
About the Cover Artist: Travis Black
BY FIN MARTINEZ
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SHOWS
SePTeMBeR 24–OCTOBeR 9
Sister Bar
407 Central Ave SW, 242-4900, 
sisterthebar.com
September 24, Brotherhood Sound 
System
September 25, Erika Wennerstrom 
(Heartless Bastards)
September 28, Tenderizor,  
Hammerlock
September 29, Leftover Soul
September 30, Chrome Sparks 
October 1, Leo Leo, Leeches of Lore
October 6, Fred and Toody (of  
Dead Moon)
October 7, An-Ten-Nae & Soohan
October 9, Darsombra, Holy Glories
SePTeMBeR 24– 
OCTOBeR 11
Low Spirits
2823 2nd St NW, 344-9555, 
lowspiritslive.com
September 24, The Maxies,  
Martial Law
September 25, Funk You, Godzilla
September 27, Rocky Votolato
October 1, Moonshine Blind,  
Cowboys and Indian
October 3, An Evening with  
Coco Montoya
October 6, Ali and the Afterhours
October 7, Let it Grow
October 11, Chicano Batman, Sadgirl
SePTeMBeR 24– 
OCTOBeR 14
Dirty Bourbon 
9800 Montgomery Blvd NE, 296-2726, 
thedirtybourbon.com
Through September 24, JW Lane & 
County Road X
September 28-29, Slim Balkey
October 3, Bombino
October 13-14, Nathan Dean & The 
Damn Band
Launchpad
618 Central Ave SW, 764-8887, 
launchpadrocks.com
September 24, Madball
September 27, Red Elvises
September 29, Goatwhore, The Blood 
Royale
October 1, Papa Skunk ft. Mass Relay
October 2, Fall in Fall Fest
October 4, The Casualties, Starving 
Wolves
October 5, AJJ (Andrew Jackson Jihad)
October 7, Voodoo Glow Skulls
October 8, Roger Clyne & The  
Peacemakers
October 9, Montana of 300
October 10, The Struts
October 11, The Mighty, Dayshell
October 12, Ra Ra Riot
October 14, Mr Gnome, Leeches  
of Lore
SePTeMBeR 27– 
OCTOBeR 12
Sunshine Theater
120 Central Ave SW, 764-0249, 
sunshinetheaterlive.com
September 27, Die Antwoord
October 1, Get the Led Out – The 
American Led Zeppelin
October 3, Gojira, TesseracT
October 4, Thrice, La Dispute
October 5, Hippie Sabotage
October 6, City and Colour, Phoebe 
Bridgers
October 7, Dizzy Wright
October 8, Half Pint Brawlers  
Midget Wrestling
October 9, Twiztid
October 11, Yellowcard
October 12, Clutch, Zakk Sabbath
THROUGH SePTeMBeR 24
James and the Giant Peach Jr.
South Broadway Cultural Center,  
1025 Broadway Blvd SW, 848-1320, 
southbroadwaytickets.com
THROUGH OCTOBeR 2
Burn This
Aux Dog Theatre, 3011 Monte Vista 
Blvd NE, 254-7716, auxdog.com
Doubt: A Parable
Desert Rose Playhouse, 6921 
Montgomery Blvd NE Ste E, 881-0503, 
desertroseplayhouse.net
SATURDAY, SePTeMBeR 24
The Alpha Cats
Part of Summertime in Old Town
7 pm, Free, Historic Old Town,  
Rio Grande Blvd & Central Ave NW, 
311, cabq.gov
Bad Boy Bill x Richard Vission
9 pm, Effex Nightclub, 420 Central SW, 
eventbrite.com
Honey House 
7 pm, Free, Hotel Andaluz, 125 2nd St 
NW, 242-9090, hotelandaluz.com
Lone Pinon 
Part of Art in the Afternoon
2 pm, Free, Albuquerque Museum of 
Art & History, 2000 Mountain Rd NW, 
242-4600, albuquerquemuseum.org
Mountain Rescue Brew Fest 
11 am, Marble Brewery, 111 Marble 
Ave, 243-2739, marblebrewery.com
Music at Sunset
5 pm, Free, Placitas Community Library, 
453 Hwy 165, 867-3355, placitasli-
brary.com
Thomas Merton and Dorthy 
Day: Pilgrims and Prophets of 
Peace
5 pm, St. Thomas of Canterbury 
Church, 425 University Ave,  
aomcc.abq@gmail.com
Vibesquad at the Paseo
8 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC 
Mesa Rd, El Prado, (575) 758-1900, 
taosmesabrewing.com
SUNDAY, SePTeMBeR 25
Blink 182
7 pm, Isleta Amphitheater, 5601 
University Blvd SE, ticketmaster.com
Montage Music Society
10:30 am, Las Puertas Event Center, 
1512 1st St NW, chatterabq.org
Q-Tango Trio
Part of Summertime in Old Town
1 pm, Free, Historic Old Town, Rio 
Grande Blvd & Central Ave NW, 311, 
cabq.gov
MONDAY, SePTeMBeR 26
Funk You
7 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC 
Mesa Rd, El Prado, (575) 758-1900, 
taosmesabrewing.com
TUeSDAY, SePTeMBeR 27
2016 Gracias Christmas  
Cantata
7 pm, Free, Tingley Coliseum, 300 San 
Pedro, 301-7167, christmascantata.us
Yellow Claw
9 pm, El Rey Theater, 622 Central Ave 
SW, elreyabq.com
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SePTeMBeR 23–24
eVeNTS: City Different Festival
Santa Fe University of Art and Design,  
1600 St. Michael’s Dr, Santa Fe,  
citydifferentfestival.com
SATURDAY, SePTeMBeR 24
OUTDOORS: Albuquerque 2016 
Buddy Walk 
10 am, Anderson-Abruzzo Albuquerque 
International Balloon Museum,  
9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE, 382-5061, 
ds-stride.org 
CULTURe: Passport to People  
Family Program – Chinese Ceramics
1 pm, Free, Maxwell Museum of 
Anthropology, 500 Redondo Dr SE, 
277-4405, unm.edu/~maxwell
eVeNTS: Valle De Oro National 
Wildlife Refuge 4th Birthday  
Celebration
10 am, Free, Valle de Oro National Wildlife 
Refuge, 7851 2nd St SW, 248-6667, 
fws.gov/refuge/valle_de_oro
SUNDAY, SePTeMBeR 25
eVeNTS: Museum Hill  
Community Day Celebration
9 am, All sites free, Museum Hill, Santa Fe, 
museumhill.net
SePTeMBeR 29–OCTOBeR 1
SHOWS: Shift Dance Festival 2016 
VSA North 4th Theatre, 4904 4th St NW, 
shiftdancepresents.brownpapertickets.com
SATURDAY, OCTOBeR 1
WORD: 2016 Author Festival 
10 am, Albuquerque Museum of Art & 
History, 2000 Mountain Rd NW, 242-4600, 
albuquerquemuseum.org
OCTOBeR 1–2
eVeNTS: 4th Annual Albuquerque 
American Indian Arts Festival 
9 am, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,  
2401 12th St NW, 843-7270,  
indianpueblo.org
OCTOBeR 1–NOVeMBeR 30
CULTURe: Through the eyes of  
Children: Rainbow Artists  
Collective
Sacred Arts Gallery, St Mark’s Church,  
431 Richmond Place NE, 262-2484, 
stmarksabq.org
SUNDAY, OCTOBeR 2
SCReeNS: Blazing Saddles:  
Tribute to Gene Wilder 
2 pm, KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW, 
768-3544, kimotickets.com
MONDAY, OCTOBeR 3
SCReeNS: Sixteen Legs: Film 
Screening and Q&A with  
Neil Gaiman
7 pm, Jean Cocteau Cinema,  
418 Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe,  
(505) 466-5528, jeancocteaucinema.com
OCTOBeR 7–30
SHOWS: Little Shop of Horrors 
Albuquerque Little Theatre, 224 San 
Pasquale Ave SW, 242-4750,  
albuquerquelittletheatre.org
WeDNeSDAY,  
SePTeMBeR 28
Atmosphere 
7 pm, Santa Fe Brewing, 35 Fire Pl, 
Santa Fe, toozany.com
Máire Ní Chathasaigh and 
Chris Newman
7 pm, Harwood Museum of Art, 238 
Ledoux St, Taos, (575) 758-9826, 
harwoodmuseum.com
Misfits’ Cabaret 
7 pm, National Hispanic Cultural 
Center, 1701 4th St SW, 724-4771, 
nhccnm.org
Sadie Robertson
8 pm, Santa Ana Star Center, 3001 
Civic Center Circle NE, 891-7300, 
santaanastarcenter.com
THURSDAY, SePTeMBeR 29
Beats Antique w/ Thriftworks
7 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC 
Mesa Rd, El Prado, (575) 758-1900, 
taosmesabrewing.com
Calle 66 
6 pm, Pueblo Harvest Café, 2401 12th 
St NW, 724-3510,  
puebloharvestcafe.com
SePTeMBeR 29–OCTOBeR 16
Woman on Fire 
National Hispanic Cultural Center, 
1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,  
nhccnm.org
FRIDAY, SePTeMBeR 30
Alan Jackson 
8 pm, Sandia Casino, 30 Rainbow Rd, 
796-7500, sandiacasino.com
August Burns Red 
6 pm, El Rey Theater, 622 Central Ave 
SW, elreyabq.com
Blood Sweat & Tears 
7 pm, Isleta Resort & Casino, 11000 
Broadway Blvd SE, 724-3800, isleta.com
Chrome Sparks
9 pm, Sister Bar, 407 Central Ave SW, 
242-4900, sisterthebar.com
DCN Project 
5:30 pm, Free, Prairie Star Restaurant 
and Wine Bar, 288 Prairie Star Rd, 
Santa Ana Pueblo, 867-3327, 
mynewmexicogolf.com
Destructo 
9 pm, Santa Ana Star Casino, 54 
Jemez Canyon Dam Rd, Santa Ana 
Pueblo, 867-0000, santaanastar.com
Pat Malone: Jazz Guitar
Part of Music at the Museum
5:30 pm, Free, New Mexico Museum 
of Art, 107 W. Palace Ave, Santa Fe, 
(505) 476-5072, nmartmuseum.org
Saudade 
9 pm, Scalo Northern Italian Grill, 3500 
Central Ave SE, 255-8781,  
scalonobhill.com
SePTeMBeR 30– 
OCTOBeR 23
The Best Man 
The Adobe Theater, 9813 4th St NW, 
898-9222, adobetheater.org
SATURDAY, OCTOBeR 1
Carlos Mencia
8 pm, Route 66 Casino, 14500 Central 
Ave SW, 352-7866, rt66casino.com
Come Out Come Out Wherever 
You Are (COCO 2016)
7 pm, KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave 
NW, 768-3544, kimotickets.com
Tiho Dimitrov: Balloon Fiesta 
entertainment
4:30 pm, Balloon Fiesta Park, 5500 
Balloon Fiesta Parkway, 768-6050, 
balloonfiesta.com
Ryan Montano: Balloon Fiesta 
entertainment 
7:30 pm, Balloon Fiesta Park, 5500 
Balloon Fiesta Parkway, 768-6050, 
balloonfiesta.com
OCTOBeR 1–2
(Des)encaracolarse 
National Hispanic Cultural Center, 
1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,  
nhccnm.org
Festival Ballet Albuquerque: 
Dracula, A Love Story
National Hispanic Cultural Center, 
1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,  
nhccnm.org
SUNDAY, OCTOBeR 2
Albuquerque Concert Band
3 pm, Eldorado High School, 11300 
Montgomery Blvd NE, abqband.org
Alchemie
4 pm, Free, O’Niell’s NE Heights, 3301 
Juan Tabo Blvd NE, 293-1122,  
oniells.com
Broomdust Caravan: Balloon 
Fiesta entertainment
4:30 pm, Balloon Fiesta Park, 5500 
Balloon Fiesta Parkway, 768-6050, 
balloonfiesta.com
Rochberg, Rivers and Rocks 
9:30 am, Las Puertas Event Center, 
1512 1st St NW, chatterabq.org 
MONDAY, OCTOBeR 3
Miike Snow 
7 pm, El Rey Theater, 622 Central Ave 
SW, elreyabq.com
TUeSDAY, OCTOBeR 4
Bombino 
8 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC 
Mesa Rd, El Prado, (575) 758-1900, 
taosmesabrewing.com
Mumford & Sons
7:30 pm, Isleta Amphitheater,  
5601 University Blvd SE,  
ticketmaster.com
SCReeNS
SePTeMBeR 23–OCTOBeR 3
Center for Contemporary Arts 
Cinematheque
1050 Old Pecos Trail, Santa Fe,  
(505) 982-1338, ccasantafe.org
September 23-26, Antonio Gaudí
Starts September 23, Landfill  
Harmonic
Starts September 23, Hieronymus 
Bosch: Touched by the Devil
September 25, Robert Williams:  
Mr. Bitchin’
September 25, Mr. Gaga
September 30-October 3, Infinite 
Space: The Architecture of John 
Lautner
SePTeMBeR 23–OCTOBeR 6
Guild Cinema
3405 Central Ave NE, 255-1848, 
guildcinema.com
September 23-24, I am Not a  
Serial Killer
September 23-26, Mia Madre
September 23-26, Transpecos
September 24-25, Best of Fest 1: The 
NY Int. Children’s Film Fest Tour
September 27-29, Limo Ride
September 27-29, Suburbia
September 30-October 1, Multiple 
Maniacs
September 30-October 3, Ixcanul
September 30-October 3, Song for 
You: The Austin City Limits Story
October 1, I am Me: Understanding 
the Intersections of Gender, Sexuality, 
and Identity
October 1, Racing Extinction
October 2, Chip Lord: Greetings from 
Amarillo
October 4-6, An Art the Nature 
Makes: Photographer Rosamond 
Purcell
October 4-6, Hieronymus Bosch: 
Touched by the Devil
SePTeMBeR 23–OCTOBeR 
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Jean Cocteau Cinema
418 Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, (505) 
466-5528, jeancocteaucinema.com
September 23-29, Moscow on  
the Hudson
September 23-29, Avalon
September 23-29, The Lost City
September 23-29, Sin Nombre
September 25-27, Bosch: Garden  
of Dreams
September 30-October 6, She Sings 
to the Stars
September 30-October 6, Dancer
October 11-20, Godzilla Resurgence
October 14-20, Tanna
SATURDAY, SePTeMBeR 24
Benda Bilili
Part of International Cinema Series
Noon, Free, National Hispanic Cultural 
Center, 1701 4th St SW, 724-4771, 
nhccnm.org
Favela Rising
Part of International Cinema Series
2 pm, Free, National Hispanic Cultural 
Center, 1701 4th St SW, 724-4771, 
nhccnm.org
MONDAY, SePTeMBeR 26
The Caine Mutiny 
2 pm, KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave 
NW, 768-3544, kimotickets.com
WeDNeSDAY,  
SePTeMBeR 28
Being Mortal 
6 pm, Free, North Domingo Baca 
Multigenerational Center, 7521 Carmel 
Ave NE, 244-0046, amber-care.com
FRIDAY, SePTeMBeR 30
A League of Their Own
Dusk, Free, Civic Plaza, 1 Civic Plaza 
NW, 3rd St NW and Marquette Ave 
NW, albuquerquecc.com
eVeNTS
THROUGH SePTeMBeR 25
25th New Mexico Dance Fiesta
Crowne Plaza Hotel,  
1901 University Blvd NE, (303) 
319-2716, dancefiesta.net
Unify Fest 
El Rancho de las Golondrinas,  
334 Los Pinos Rd, Santa Fe,  
(505) 471-2261, unifyfest.com
SePTeMBeR 23–24
¡Globalquerque! 
National Hispanic Cultural Center, 
1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,  
globalquerque.org
SePTeMBeR 23–25 
Albuquerque Ukekopelli Fes-
tival 
African American Performing Arts 
Center, 310 San Pedro Dr NE, 
222-0778, abqukefest.com
Disney on Ice: Passport to 
Adventure 
Santa Ana Star Center, 3001 Civic 
Center Circle NE, 891-7300, 
santaanastarcenter.com
SATURDAY, SePTeMBeR 24
ABQ International District 
Festival 
10 am, New Mexico Veterans’ 
Memorial Amphitheater,  
1100 Louisiana Blvd SE, 265-2511
Annual Jubilee Arts & Crafts 
Fair 
9 am, Free, Jubilee Villa,  
601 Jubilee Blvd, Los Lunas, 366-1995
New Mexico Steam Locomo-
tive Open House 
9 am, Free, NM Steam Locomotive 
Railroad Historical Society,  
1833 8th St NW, 2926.us
Pinto Bean Fiesta
9 am, Moriarty City Park,  
201 Broadway, Moriarty,  
(505) 832-4406, cityofmoriarty.org
Ponderosa Brewing Drafts & 
Crafts 
4 pm, Free, Ponderosa Brewing, 1761 
Bellamah Ave NW, 639-5941, 
ponderosabrewing.net 
Steampunk Spectacular: 
Cthulu’s Revenge
Noon, The Mine Shaft Tavern,  
2846 NM-14, Madrid,  
steampunkspectacularnm.com
SUNDAY, SePTeMBeR 25
Psychic Arts & Crafts Fair 
11 am, THE SOURCE for Creating 
Sacredness, 1111 Carlisle Blvd SE, 
thesourceabq.com
SePTeMBeR 26–OCTOBeR 1
Churro Week 2016 
Española Valley Fiber Arts Center,  
325 Paseo de Oñate, Española,  
(505) 747-3577, evfac.org
FRIDAY, SePTeMBeR 30
Darth and Yoda Awaken –  
Hot Air Balloon event
8:30 am, Free, Anderson Abruzzo 
Balloon Museum,  
9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE, 311, 
cabq.gov
SePTeMBeR 30–OCTOBeR 2
Albuquerque Fall Gem, Mineral 
& Jewelry Show 
Expo New Mexico, 300 San Pedro Dr 
NE, 222-9700, exponm.com
Albuquerque Grecian Festival 
St. George Greek Orthodox Church, 
308 High St SE, 247-9411,  
abqgreekfest.com
SePTeMBeR 30–OCTOBeR 9
Balloon Fiesta Week in  
Old Town 
11am, Free, Historic Old Town,  
Rio Grande Blvd & Central Ave NW, 
311, cabq.gov
Rio Grande Arts & Crafts  
Festival: Balloon Fiesta Show 
Sandia Casino, 30 Rainbow Rd, 
796-7500, sandiacasino.com
Time to break out the petticoats and goggles and head to Madrid this weekend.
   The Mineshaft Tavern in Madrid will house this year’s Steam-
punk Spectacular on Sept. 24. In its fifth year, the Steampunk 
Spectacular boasts a variety of daytime and evening events, 
including a murder mystery, scavenger hunt and a costume 
contest for those who want to get into the spirit of steampunk 
fashion.
   Visit steampunkspectacularnm.com for the complete event 
schedule, ticketing and even a steampunk costuming tutorial.
Annual Steampunk 
Event Returns to Madrid
BY JYLLIAN ROACH
 Picara
Sometimes the right event name is all that’s needed to draw a crowd. And really, what could be better than 
Croctober?
   ABQ BioPark zookeepers and educators will be leading 
hands-on activities about, you guessed it, crocodiles on 
Tuesday, Oct. 5 from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
   Participants will enjoy Croctober crafts, play games, learn 
about crocodile training and conservation and even meet the 
zoo’s saltwater crocodiles.
   Croctober is included with zoo admission.
BY JYLLIAN ROACH
Forget Pumpkin Spice, 
 It’s Croctober!
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  GLOBALQUERQUE!
New Mexico’s 12th Annual Celebration Of World Music & Culture
September 23 & 24 
National Hispanic Cultural Center
¡
Take The Trip... 
17 ACTS!  10 Performances Nightly!  3 Distinct Stages!  2 Nights!
The Global Village of Craft, Culture & Cuisine
Free Daytime Fiesta! (Saturday 10 am - 4 pm)
Evening gates open at 4 pm Friday and Saturday
                        TICKETS & INFO at GLOBALQUERQUE.ORG 
